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STEPS TOWARD A COMPREHENSIVE
EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING SYSTEM

THURSDAY, MARCH 3, 1904

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
EMPLOYMENT, HOUSING, AND AVIATION SUBCOMMITTEE

OF THE COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:05 a.m., in room
2247, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Collin C. Peterson
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Collin C. Peterson, William H. Zeliff,
Jr., and Christopher Shays.

Also present: Joy R. Simonson, professional staff member; June
Saxton, clerk; and Joseph H. McHugh, minority professional staff,
Committee on Government Operations.

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN PETERSON
Mr. Pb-reasori. Today we're going to start examining moving to-

ward a comprehensive employment training system. As everybody
knows, the Department of Labor has got some initiatives coming
and we have some folks from the GAO who have been studying
this, and some other people that have some ideas. So v., o welcome
them here today, and we expect this will be the start of a number
of hearings that we will be looking at as we go along.

It's an understatement to say that there are major problems with
the Nation's employment and job training programs. Almost 1 year
ago the subcommittee held a hearing to examine some of the Job
Training Partnership Act programs. At that time we heard serious
criticisms concerning the effectiveness and accomplishments of
these programs for the disadvantaged from the General Accounting
Office; and also the Labor Department inspector general, and oth-
ers. Although there were minimal gains for some groups, most par-
ticipants remained in poverty; youth, in particular, did not benefit
much at all.

Last October we held a hearing on the Trade Adjustment Assist-
ance Act, which is intended to assist workers displaced by foreign
imports, and a new TAA "bridge program for those displaced as
a result of the North American Free Trade Agreement. Again we
heard criticisms of these Labor Department programs. The inspec-
tor general at that time reported that only 1 TAA participant out
of 10 obtained a training-related job which paid as much as 80 per-
cent of their former wages.

Today we will take a-broader look at the government's ineffective
employment and training efforts. Vice President Gore's report of

(1)
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the National Performance Review states that: 'Our nation's eco-
nomic future depends on the quality of our work force.* It als.obsaw
that our system for developing a high quality work force is

fr
ented."

-aCe of today's witnesses describes the Federal system as "a col-
lection of programs developed by various congressional committees
in response to particular needs of speefic groups of people." Indeed,
with over 150 programs operated by 14 Federal agencies and
spending about $25 billion a year, I think we can all say. that this
is a crazy quilt.

Among the many issues before us as we consider whether and
how to reinvent employment and training programs is the fun-
damental question: Do we know what works? What payoff are we
getting from the billions we pour into the scores of programs in
hundreds of communities? I was dismayed to read the GA.0 state-
ments about the absence of information on outiomes for partici-
pants in federally funded programs. I believe that we need to know
who gets jobs, does the training received relate to those jobs ob-
tained, and what percentage leaves the welfare rolls?

Now, not to be totally negative, there are some success stories.
The Labor Department showcased a number of them at a recent
program attended by the President. But we must have more than
scattered anecdotal data if we plan to replicate such programs on
a wide basis. Why should we consolidate programs which may not
be effectively helping their "customers," the job seekers? It seems
like we're trying to combine three lemons and out of that produce
a fruit salad.

Our witnesses today will spell out the dimensions of the current
fragmentation. The problems which this fragmentation presents to
job seekers, to employers, to State and local governments, and serv-
ice providers, and to us as taxpayers are too numerous to list. They
have been noted :and deplored over many years by public and pn-
vate sector organizations and experts, but solutions have not yet
been found to tiiese problems.

We are delighted today to have witnesses from several States
who can tell us not only about the difficulties caused by the mul-
tiplicity of Federal programs, but about steps that they are taking
to overcome the hurdles. We look forward especially to rec-
ommendations from both the GAO and the State representatives
for steps which the Federal Government should undertake.

Four weeks ago we invited Douglas Ross, Labor's Assistant Sec-
retary for Employment and Training, to participate in this hearing
and discuss how the administration's new Reemployment Act, a
plan for combining six dislocated worker programs, meets the cri-
teria that GAO is presenting here today. The GAO statement was
available to Mr. Ross last Friday, yet he has declined to appear
today at this hearing, allegedly because he didn't have enough time
to analyze it. I guess I am surprised and dingpointed that he could
not provide the administration's perspective on this important
issue. Rest assured, we willget him up here some other time to tall
us what their point of view is.

We know from the media that the Reemployment Act will pro-
pose consolidation of some Labor Department programs and some
form of one-stop career centers for dislocated workers. However, we
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are looking more broadly at the need for effective governmentwide
structure of work force development programs. The subcommittee
anticipates exploring at a future hearing the questions of how ade-
quate the steps that are being proposed are, and what next steps
are planned.

Finally, I am convinced that improvements in the employment
and training system must be built on meeting the needs of both
types of customers, the employers as well as the workers. We can-
not afford to continue supporting an ineffective training vstem
while employers maintain that they're having a hard time finding
adequately prepared workers. Matching the supply of workers with
a changing and growing demand for them is surely not beyond our
ability; at least, I hope it isn't.

I concur with the GAO's conclusion that a major overhaul of the
employment and training programs is needed. I think clearly it is
overdue, and we welcome tlieir being with us today and their con-
tinued work in this area.

[The opening statement of Mr. Peterson follows:]
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It is an understatement to say that there are major problems
with the nation's employment and job training programs. Almost a
year ago the subcommittee held a hearing to examine some of the
Job Training Partnership Act programs. We heard serious criticisms
concerning the effectiveness and accomplishments of these programs
for the disadvantaged from the General Accounting Office, the Labor
Department Inspector General, and others. Although there were
mlnisal gains for some groups, most particpants rcAained in
poverty; youth, in particW.,ar, did not benefit at all.

Last October we held a hearing on the Trade Adjustment Act
(TAA), which is intended to assist workers displaced by foreign
imports, and a new TAA *bridge* program for those displaced as a
result of the North American Free Trade Agreement. Again we heard
devastating criticisms of these Labor Department programs. The
inspector general reported that only ono TAA participant out of 10
obtained a training-related job which paid as much as SOS of former
wages.

Today ve will take a broader look at the government's
ineffective employment and training efforts. Vice Preside:A:Corals
Report of the National Performance Review states that: "Our
nation's economic future depends on the quality of our workforce."
It also says that our system for developing a high quality
workforce is "badly fragmented.* One of today's witnesses
describes the federal system as "...a collection of programs
developed by various congressional committees in response to
particular needs of specific groups of people.* Indeed, with over
150 programs operated by 14 federal agencies and, spending about $25
billion a year, I Jo: it as a crazy quilt.

Among the many issues before us as we consider whether andl how
to *reinvent' employment and training programs is the fundamental
question: do we know what works? What payoff are w getting fro.
the billions vs pour into scores of programs in hundreds of
communities? I was dismayed to read the GAO statements about the
absence of information on outcomes for participants in federally
funded programs. We need to know who gets jobs? Does the training
received rlate to tho jobs obtained? What percentage leaves the
welfare rolls?

Now there are success stories. The Labor Department showcased
a number of them at a recent program attended by the President.
But we must have more than scattered anecdotal data if we plan to
replicate such programs widely.
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Why should we consolidate programs which say not be

effectively helping their "customers'', the job-seekers? Combining
three lemons will not produce a tasty fruit salad.

Our witnesses today will spell out the appalling dimensions

of the current fragmentation. The problems whidh this
fragmentation presents to job seekers, to employers, to state and
local governments and serviceproviders, and to us as taxpayers aro

too numerous to list. They have been noted and deplored over many
years by public and private sector organizations and experts, but
solutions have not yet been found.

We ars delighted to have witnesses from several states who can
tell us not only about the difficulties caused by the multiplicity
of federal programs but about steps they are taking to overcome the
hurdles. W look forward especially to recommendations from both
the GAO and the state representatives for steps which the Federal
Government should undertake.

Four weeks ago we invited Douglas Ross, Labor's Assistant
Secretary for Employment and Training, to participate in this
hearing and discuss how the administration's new Reemployment Act,
a plan for coabining six dislocated worker programs, meets the
criteria that GAO is presenting. The GAO statement was available
to Mr. Ross last.Friday, yet he declined to appear at the hearing,
allegedly because he did not have enough time to analyse it. I an
surprised and extremely disappointed that he could not provide the
administration's perspective on this very isportant issue.

We know from the sedia that the Reemployment Act will propose
consolidation of some Labor Department programs and ssme form of
one-stop career centers for dislocated workers. However, we are
looking more broadly at the need for an effective government-wide
structure of workforce development programs. The subcommittee
anticipates exploring at a future hearing the questions of how
adequate this step .is and what next steps are planned.

Finally, I am convinced that improvements in the employment
and training system must be built on meeting the needs of both
types of l'customers"--employers as well as workers. We cannot
afford to continue supporting an ineffective training system while
employrs maintain that adequately prepared workers are not
available. Retelling the supply of workers with a changing and
growing demand for them is surely not beyond our ability.

I concur with the GAO's conclusion that a major overhaul of
employment and training progress is needed. Clearly, it is
overdue.
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Mr. PETERSON. We were going to have Governor Merrill from
New Hampshire with us, and he couldn't make it because of the
weather. He must be getting a lot cl snow up there. Is that why
you're smiling, Mr. Belli!? You love it, right?

Anyway, maybe we can have him some other time.
With that, I'll call on my esteemed ranking member for any

statement that he inight have.
Mr. ZauFF. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate you calling

the hearing. and I will Jump onto your comment about lemonsI
hope we're in a position to turn some of these lemons into lemon-
ade.

I believe that the dialog that is begun todax will add significant
input as Congress works to reform the way in which the Nation
prewes and retrains American workers.

Finding effective and meaningful ways to provide job training
and employment opportunities to our disadvantaged and dislocated
workers is a matter I have devoted a part of my life to. For
10 years I was a member of the New pshire Private Industry
Council, both for CETA and JTPA. My State has been a leading
voice in efforts to reform our employment and job training pro-
grams and creating a one-stor system that is client oriented.

Mr. Chairman, let me make a few points that are more broadly
discussed in the statement I am submitting for the record.

Not long ago New Hampshire's employment and training pro-
grams had many of the same problems our Federal system has
today. There were almost as many programs as there were people
in our Stateand that's quite a lotand they are spread over 26
different agencies. Programs were driven by narrow, categorical
goals, or Federal objectives. There was little coordinabon, frustra-
tion levels ran high at all levels, and too much money was chewed
up in administrative costs.

In 1987 the New Hampshire Job Training Coordinating Council
wrote a blueprint which was nothing short of a complete overhaul
of the way we managed employment and training. I have included
parts of that report, "A Brighter Tomorrow: Recommendations to
Improve New Hampshire's Employment and Job Training Related
Services" for the record.

Today there are 155 Federal employment and job training _pro-
grams which cost the American taxpayer approximately $25 billion
a year. We will hear todv that many of these provams are dupli-
cative, and program efficiency is mired in layers of bureaucracy.

Further impeding our efforts at reform is the lack of program
evaluation, to know what works and what doesn't We in Washing-
ton will have to roll up our sleeves and do what States like New
Hampshire have done, and that's going to take a lot of courage.
And I am disappointed that because of-the weather our Governor
wasn't able to be here to talk to you about some of the recent
things they are doing, as well.

bet me close by saying a word about the role of Congress in this
problem. Congress bears much of the responsibility for the evo-
lution of the problem. Congressional committees want their new
programs administered by agencies under their committee's juris-
diction. That's why we have 150 different programs. And again,
real reform will not occur in employment and training programs

I 0



until we, up hereand again, I appreciate your leadership on
thisget our house in order. As we sit here today, the Ways and
Means Committee and the Agriculture Committee are separately
debating welfare and food stamp program reform. These are two
huge parts of our Federal training menu. Do you think that these
committees are actually coordinating their efforts as they debate
these reforms? I. would say to you I doubt if they are.

So this is why I asked for this hearing, Mr. Chairman. I hope
that we can supply some useful dialog that cuts across all the com-
mittees, and certainly in a very nonpartisan way, and I appreciate
your leadership. I look forward to the testimony today and hope-
hilly we can get on With turning lemons into lemonade.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Zeliff and the information re-
ferred to followl

1 1
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Statement of Congrassman Bill mairt

Emplyment, Housing, and Aviation Subcomsittele

March 3, 1994

Hearing on Multiplicity of Foderal Esployment and Job Training
Programs

mr. Chairman, thank you for calling this hearing. I believ, the
dialogue that is begun today will add significant input as Congress
works to reform the way in which our nation prepay's and retrains
American workers.

Finding offactive and meaningful ways to provide job training and
employment opportunities to our disadvantagad and dislocated
workers is a matter I have devoted a good part of my life to. For
ton years I was a somber of the New Hampshiro Private Industry
Council, both for CETA and JTI41. My state has been a loading voice
in efforts to reform: our employment and job training programs and
creating a one stop system that is cliont oriented.

Not long ago, New Hampshire's esployment and training prograss had
many of the same problems our Federal system doom today. Thera vas
little coordination among the myriad programs, program directors
reeled from weekly directives fres Washington, frustration ran high
among caseworkers and clients, and we were swamped with an
explosion of Federally mandated advisory boards. In 1987, the New
Hampshire Job Training Coordinating Council wrote a blueprint which
was nothing short of cosplote overhaul of the way we sanaged
esployment and training.

The report, A Brighter Tomorrow: *Recommendations to Improve New
Hampshire's Employment and Job Training Related Services,* is as
useful to today's Federal debate as it was six years ago in
spurring real reform in our state. I have includod several of its
significant passages in my statemont today.

*The Employment and Training system at the !federal level
appears to have no comprahensive strategy or policy. The
Federal government historically sends funds into state and
local areas to attack each year's new hot political problem
areas identified by the media and polls. Congressional
cosmittess usually require setting up a now organisation to
administar these funds and dovoloping a program to deal with
the current crisis.

Almost all of those organisations thus created develop an
organisation from that day forward that tries to perpotuate
itsolf and its administrative structure. This has led to an
inofficiont, duplicative hodga-podge of agencies and programs
on the state and local level, operating independently of sach

12
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other and producing massive fragmentation of effort.
Unfortunately, state and local employment and training systems
tend to mirror the national fragmentation from whence they
were spawned.

Currently, the New Ki...7.pshire employment and training system
stands as a collection of relatively independent, narrowly
targeted programs. Operated by more than 26 different
agencies and developed over the course of more than 50 years
of state and Federal legislation, the programs lack a clear
common mission or coherent policy framework needed to shall'
them as a powerful tool for employment growth.

As a service system aimed at job seekers and employers, the
state's programs present a confusing bureaucratic maze of
entry points and eligibility requirements. As tools for
dealing with issues of employment and economic development,
they can be slow and unwieldy. And while most of the vital
pieces are in place, specific gaps in services remain.

These programs have numerous policy making and advisory
boards. They have varied administrative and delivery of
service mechanisms. They operate with different regulations
and many distinct Federal, state, and local funding systems.

All of their planning appears to be done independently in
response to Federal guidelines, criteria, and time tables.
There is little coordinated planning evident."

As, then-Governor John Sununu said, "States want authority
and the flexibility to tailor those programs to our specific
needs."

The report concluded, in part:

"We believe that New Hampshire's education and job training
programs must be coordinated and structured in order to
respond to the diverse training needs of state businesses and
workers. Current programs have developed primarily through
Federal initiatives that focus services on specific population
groups, such as welfare recipients, the handicapped, veterans,
dislocated workers, the economically disadvantaged, and the
unemployed.

This fragmented multi-system has resulted in the duplication
of program services and administrative systems and has created
a multitude of program restrictions and limitations.

The system should not be directed by narrow, categorical goals
or objectives, but rather, it should be driven by the specific
requirements of private industry and the needs of individual
workers. It should be client oriented not program oriented."

13
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/n Washington, there are 155 Federal employment and job training
programs which cost the American taxpayer nearly $25 billion a
year. We will hear today that many of these programs are
duplicative and program efficiency is aired in layers of
bureaucracy. The result, I fear, is that too much money is chewed
up paying bureaucrat salaries and never gets to the people who need
training.

Further impeding our efforts at reform is the lack of program
evaluation to know what works. Much of what wo hear that is
positive is anecdotal and usually the result of dynamic state and
local leaders who have creatively cut through Federal red tape.

Let me say a word about the role of Congress in this problem.
Congress bears much of the responsibility for the evolution of this
problem. Congressional committees want their new programs
administered by agencies under their committee's jurisdiction.
That's why we have 155 programs. Real reform will not occur in
employment and training programs until we, up here, get our house
in order. As we sit hero today, the Ways and Means Committee and
Agriculture eve separately debating Welfare and Food Stamp program
reform. These *re two huge parts of our Federal training menu. Do
you think these committees are coordinating their efforts at
reform. I don't.

This is why I asked for this hearing, Mr. Chairman. I hope we can
supply some useful dialogue that cuts across all these committees.

14
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BRING DOWN THE
BARRIERS

Policy Recommendations from the National
Association of State Job Training Coordinating
Council Chairs
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Forward

The need for an integrated, high quality, and cost effective human resource investment system has
never been more clear. The quality of our workforce will be a critical factor in determining our
nation's economic future, our status as a world leader, and our standard of living.

There is wide agreement that the Clartert workforce training system in the United States is not
organized to meet the challenges of the future. Separate federal programs operate in the absence
of an overarching policy framewoit that ties them together. Programs are delivered in a
fragmented, duplicative manner leading to job training that too often fails to meet individual,
workplace, or economic nee&

The National Association ofJob Training Coordinating Council Chairs believes it is time for a
change. It is time to organize the collection of existing federal programs into a coherent, cost
effective, and accountable human resource investment system. It is time to bring down the
barriers that separate federal programs and to create the mechanisms by which they can be
brought together into a comprehensive system at the federal, state, and local levels.

"Bring Down the Barriers" offers a policy framework for accomplishing this important task. The
Chairs' Association considers it a darting point for productive dialogue leading to a more
effective and efficient human resource investment system for the nation. The Chairs Association
has encouraged and provided leedership to this dialogue throughout the development of these
recommendations. As the letters enclosed from other national organizations with an interest in
workforce development suggest, them is general agreement that barriers must be eliminated and a
more coordinated, systemic approach to workforce development established. It is this broad
agreement on the need for change that offers an opportunity for developing greater conscious on
the pathways to change.

The National Association of State Job Training Coordinating Counca Chairs believes that the
nation's economic future depends on its sumo in finding *mono ground from which a more
effective workforce development system can grow. The Chairs' Association welcomes the
opportunity to fscilitate the dialogue that such consensus building will require.

Rodo Sofranac
Chair
National Association of State Job Training

Coordinating Council Chairs

17
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BRING DOWN THE BARRIERS

Policy Recommendations from the National Association of
State Job Training Coordinating Council Chairs

The need for a coordinated, intwated, cost-effective human resource investment system has
never been more clear. The workforce, its abilities and capabilities, will be oneif not the most
importantdetermining factor in our economic Altura. And our country's economic future will be
synonymous with our -future as a world leader. More importantly, it will determine how well we
and our children can expect to live in the %Is and beyond.

Given the critical need for a "world class* human resource investment system, what do we have in
place today? The system that has been created at the federal level is little more than a collection
of programs developed by various congressional committees in response to particular needs of
targeted They are programs that provide a wide array of , often identical
services. are programs that in many 'instances serve the same people. They are programs
that individu are underfunded but collectively spend nearly $IO billion a year. In the final
analysis, they are programs that for the most part go about their job in a totally independent
fashion, resulting in a fragmented response to the interrelated needs of the people who need their
help. The federal programs that fall into this category include the following.

Job Training Partnership Act.
Cad Perkins Vocational and Applied Technology Education Act.
Adult Education Act.
Job Opportunities and Basic Skills Training Title of the Family Support Act.
Economic Dislocation and Worker Adjustment Assistance Act.
Trade Adjustment Assistance Act.
Wagner-Peyser Act.
Vocational Itehabilitation Act.
Food Stamps, Employment and Training Programs.
Refugee Assistance Act.
State Legalization Impact Assistance Grants.
Stewart McKinney Homeless Assistance Act, Employment and Training.
Tide V, The Older Americans Act.

Yrossam Recommeadationa

While there is strong sentiment for a total rebuilding of the system from the ground up, reality
dictates that every effort be made to work with the writing collection of programs to form them
into a rational, cost-effective, accountable human resource investment system. To accomplish
this, the legal and institutional Wider: that have provided reasons for keeping these programs
apart must be brought down. To that end, the State Chairs' Association strongly recommends
that Congress and the federal government take the following action regarding these programs:

I. Develop and ruire all programs to use a core information system with uniform terms and
definitions. This core system should at a minimum capture basic demographic
information, record services provided, and report outcomes obtained. The system should
be set up so that all provams share information and can eliminate duplicative data
collection. (See Attachment A for examples of terms to be considered for
standardization.)

18
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3. Encourage local jurisdictions to establish Human Resource Investment Boards to oversee
all programs at the local level and be vested with the authority to approve or disapprove
local plans for federal ltinds. The majority of human resource investment eervices are
delivered by local program providers, and while the state and local role differs vastly, the
idea of a private sector/government board at the foal level, with the authority to require
integrated planning and to provide a single point of oversight and accountability, is
believed to be esseatisl.

Local elected officials would be charged with the responsibility of establishing a private
sector/government board to fulfill this function. Existing PICs may be used if appropriate,
but if unable to handle the function, local elected officials would be able to reconstitute a
more appropriate PIC for this purpose. In order to be successful, PICs or reconstituted
PICs Will need to include in&viduals who have responsibility for or experience and
expertise with other human resource developmentprograms such as Maui, vocational
education, skill u i14 unemployment nsurance, economic &vdopment,
postsecondary student financial aid programs, and so forth.

The Chairs' Association believes that change to our existing system is critically needed if we are to
create a world class workforce. The changes outlined will provide an opportunity for states and
local jurisdictions to move aggressively to pull the existing programs together as one system that
can address the needs we face, be accountable, and make the greatest use of the available
resources.

3
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ATTACHMENT A

SELECTED TERMS TO BE CONSIDERED FOR STANDARDIZATION

It is understood that the standardization of all the tams listed below may not be feasible initially.
Immediate work on common definitions should focus on those terms that affect eligibility
determination.

Adult Dislocated worker

Allowable support services Displaced homemaker

Applicant Economically disadvantaged

Assessment Educational placement

At risk Educationally disadvantaged

At-risk youth Emancipated youth

Barrier to employment Employability development plan

Basic employability skills Employable

Basic academic skills Employed

Case closure Enrollment

Case management Entered employment

Characteristics Exemplary programs

Citizenship Family

Clients Family income

Competencies Follow-up

Completer Foster child

Confidentiality Gross wages

Coordination Handicapped

Core demographic Holding status/period of known activity

Counseling Homeless

Dependent Income disregard

Disallowed income Individual

4
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ATTACHMENT B

FISCAL BARRIERS

Cut c'aiturise

Cost categories vary dramatically from program to program, making it difficult to menage
programs fluids by multiple imirces. For example. JOBS requires each dollar spent to be
identified with ten or eleven program activities and two different matching rates. JTPA has three
WC& cost categories: administrations direct training _services, and training-related and
su services. Support and administration are defned differently in JTPA and JOBS.
EDWAA has some similar, but some different, cost categories: administration, Nippon services
and needs-related payments, retraining, basic adjustment, and rapid response. The Adult
Education Act requires state and local matching. AEA state administrative expenses include all

and supervismy expenditures and expenditures for state advisory counffis. At the
lioniclat=1195 paw* of the want rust be spent on adult education instructional activities. The
remaining limb may be usW for local administrative costs, including planning, administration,
evaluation, personnel development, and coordination. Other AEA cost categories at the state
level include proams in public housing, special projects, and teacher instruction. Instructional
progran.ts local expenditures for client training. The vocational education legislation has
categories for state admirustration, state leadership, sex equity, offenders, and single parents and
displaced homemakers.

C211.Lisisatiaaa

Cost limitations now are defined differently across programs. For exam* JTPA Title BA and
IIC allow up to 20 percent to be spent on administration, and no less than 50 percent on direct

Ahernatively, JOBS does not have cost limitations, except as they impact on matching
triaatiinCOS does have minimum cost levels for target groups. FDWAA has three cost
limitations. First, 50 percent of animal SSA expenditures mint be on retraining services. Second,
ead-of-yeer administrathe expenditures are not to exceed 15 percent of total program year
expenditures. Finally, there is a cep of 25 percent for support services and needs-related
payments at the state and substate level. As of July 1, 1991, there was * 5 percent cap on state
administrative expeeses undec the Adult Education Act. Local administrative costs are awe! to 5
percent, but this amount is subject to negotiations with the state education department. Funds for
the AEA's state-level special danomtration projects and teacher training programs currently are
pegged at not less than 15 percent of the sate grant; of this, two-thirds mist be spent on training.
AEA. also contains a 10 percent setaiide for institutionalized adults and allows the state to
determine the setaside for public housilig authority programs. The Perkins kgislation a/lows 5
percent or $250,000 for state administration, whichever is higher; of this amount $60,000 must be
spent for sec equity administration. The federal &ids elm must be matched dollar for dollar with
state fluids. Both the AEA and Perkins legislation also require *maintenance of effort* at the state
and local levels. States and local agencies must match or exceed their expenditures in the
previous year.

6
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ATTACHMENT C

COMMENTS FROM OTHER NATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF PRIVATE INDUSTRY COUNCILS

July.2, 1993

Mr. Rodo Soiranac
Chair
National Association of State Job Training

Coordinating Council Chairs
National Governors' Association
400 North Capitol Street
Washington, DC

Dear Mr. Sofranac:

On behalf of the Board of Directors of the National Association of Private Industry
Councils (NAPIC). I am writing to express our Association's support for your policy paper,
"Bring Down the Barriers:* We appreciate the many opportunities afforded NAPIC by the
National Association of State Job Training Coordinating Council Chairs to review and
comment as this policy paper was developed. Your efforts to forge a consensus among the
many groups with a significant stake in the future direction of workforce investment policy
in the United States is to be commended. BCCalle of these efforts, I am confident that our
associations, as well as many other organizations and groups, can better work together to
ensure that our sbared vision of an American workforce development system becomes a
reality.

NAPIC shares your concern that the United States lacks a coherent workforce development
system. We believe it is time for a change. It is time to organize the collection of existing
federal and state programs into a coherent, effective, and accountable human resource
investment system. As so effectively pointed out in your policy paper, it is time to bring
down the barriers that separate federal programs and to create the mechanisms by which
training and education programs and services can be brought together into a comprehensive
system at tbe federal, state, and local levels.

It is the view of NAPIC that State Job Training Coordinating Councils and Private Industry
Councils must serve as the foundation for expanded workforce development councils. Our
councils represent both the business stake in public policy and the part -rship which is
essential between business, labor, education, community organizations, and the public
sector. We share your endorsement of local human resouree investment councils and

Suile 900 1201 New Yoth Avenue, N.W., WashiNbn, D.C. 20005 Teiegfione 202299-2950
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THE UNITED STATES CONFERENCE OF MAYORS
1610 EYE MUT. NORM=

IMSHING1061.114 20006
TIIMPHOPMm2)293-7130

MX (102) 2934352

Nay 26, 1993

Mr. Rodo Sofranac
Chair
National Association of
State Job Training Coordinating
Council Chairs
c/o National Governors, Association
Hall of the States
444 North Capitol Street
Washington, D.C. 20001-1572

Dear Mr. Sofranact

ofting Down the Sarriers,,, the policy document prepared
by your organization summons fsdaral lawmakers to give
local elected officials the responsibility for
establishing private sector/public sector boards to
provide integrated planning, oversight and accountability
for all local human resourca investment programs.
&mum' it outlines a strong role for local jurisdictions
and the local elected officials, The U.S. Conference of
Mayors strongly supports it.

Thank you for giving me a chance to review your policy
paper.

dEST COPY AVAILABLE
25

Sincerely,

cum est0"44,
J. Thomas Cochran
Zsdcutiv. Director
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National Association of State JTPA Liaisons

May 5, 1993

Mr. Rodo Sofranac, Chair
National Association of State kb Training
Coordinating COUDC71 Chairs
do National Governors Association
444 North Capitol Street, Suite 267
Washington, DC 20001

Dear Mr. Sofranac:

Thank you for the opportunity to participate in the development of the Chairs'
Associatiods paper, Bring Down the Barriers". The National Association of State JTPA
Liaisons shares your enthusiasm for removing the barriers to coordinating federal
workforce development programs and applauds your efforts to articulate both systemic
and practical ideas for doing so. In particular, we support the idea of a federal
instumentality that would be empowered to grant waivers of certain federal laws and
regulations in order to facilitate program coOrdination integration, and exPerimentation.

The concepts expressed in 'Bring Down the Barriers,' are a welcome addition to the
dialogue on cresting a coherent national human resource investment system. The National
Association of State JTPA Liaisons looks forward to working with the Chairs' Association
to move this important goal forward.

Choir ley°. II:4m Emotive Director, Nem Hampshire Joh Dittoing Council

IN Old &woo& Root Cement 03.f01 nom: 603.2.7114500 FAX: 603-22141557

lice Choir Joel C Nev. Director. North Combos Fthploporth oori Trithothr
111 Stew. 14veove, Itsieisk NC 27604 Phew: 5194.1.14.1.13 1154M-6023
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NATIONAL COMMISSION FOR EMPLOYMENT POLICY
1122 K Street. NW. Suite Xs)

Washington, D.C. 20001

June 9, 1993

Mr. Rodo Sofranac
Chairman
Naticmal Association of State

lob Training Coordinating Council Chairs
% Martin Simon
National Governors' ASIOCiitiOn
444 North Capitol Street
Washington, D.C. 20001

Dear Rodo:

Oaf 724.114111

On behalf of the National Commission for Employment Policy, I would like to thank you
for the opportunity to comment on the SJTCC Chairs Association paper titled *Bring Down the
Barriere and your proposal for a Federal Human Resources Investment Bosrd (FHR1B).

The Commission egrets with you about the need for a core information system with
uniform terms and definitions. As the Commission noted in its October 1991 report
Coordinating Federal Assistance Programs for the Economically Disadvantaged:
Recommendations and Dalground Materials, the problems caused by the multitude of
regulations, procedures, documentation requirements, and terminology have frustrated greatly
those who administer and implement public assistance programs at the state and local level. In
that report, the Commission recommended that the agencies that administer public assistance
programs develop a common framework for streamlining eligibility requirements and formulating
standard definitions and poverty meisures. We also offered other recommendations that
addressed the coordination problems that you raise in your paper.

Although the Commission believes that your proposed redesign of the FHRIEI is an
improvement over previous versions, the Commission is unable to endorse the creation of a new,
independent employment and training agency with the authority to grant waivers to existing laws
and regulations. We continue to believe that such activities and authority should remain within
the domain of the White House or the Executive Office of the President.

Once apin, thank you for the opportunity to comment on your policy paper.

Sincerely,

27
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ENJSC.
2014 Noehside dive

Stile 101
NNW Clew& 3031$

Phone/FAX (404) 6094550

June 32. 1993

RodoSthartac. Chair
National Association of
State fcb Training Coordinating Council Chairs
c/o KA
Hall of States
444 North Capitol Street
Washington. D.C. 201331-1312

Dear Mt Sofranac

This is In response to your request %et EN1SC endorse the 'Bring Down the Dealers paper
mcduced by your organisation.

As has been discussed In your conversations with our Eaecutive Director. Margeret Brannon.
we cornmend your Assoktion br taking the much needed initiative to develop a policy frame-
work kw creating a more ocherent human resource Investment system. We believe the coordi-
nation concept put forth in this paper it a sound beginning. and hope that it will result In even
deeper change, which am heeded to truly redesign the entire workforce development Infra-
structure to better meet the needs of applicants and employers.

However. I can not endorse the peper as currently written.

Our maim concern is that in Recommendation 3. only PtCs are suggested is a possible entity
for fulfilling the role of lccal Human Resource Investment Boards. We believe that if specific
organisations are mentioned. other existing employer groups, such as lob Semice Employer
Coundla should also be spedkd as a potable entity to assume that functice.

We would also like to put forth the mown that if local elected offidais wIll be charged with
the responsibility of establishing the private sector/government board. safeguards should be
Included to preclude strong ;artisan Inluences and patronage sYsiems.

Our third meson for declining to be a co-signer at this time Is that we would want to poll each
04 out state committees before an endorsement is made.

Again. we applaud you for devekoing the concept and for the initiative to put it before the m-
elonsl policy maims. Thank you be your Invitation to organtrations such as ours which are
also involved with world:me development Issues. if further ccesultation and deveiopment of
'Bring Down the Barriers' results from your efforts to date, we would be happy to provide assis-
tance and input throughout the prams.

Thank you.

28

Sincerely.

Gary
President
EMPLOYERS NATIONAL 10B SERVICE COUNCIL Inc.
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STATI
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COUNCILS ON VOCATIONAL IDUCATION_
NASCOVE

Suns IS, /*SS

Mr. Mode Saranac, President
national Association of ILITCC Chairmen,
5524 last Lafayette Blvd.,
Pheemis, Arises& SSOIS

A Dear Redo,

Thank you ter taking the time to meet with me. Mike Bask and
members of the Arisen. State Council ot Vocational education on
Iftdaesday, May 2S, 1$511. Our discussion points out the
importaae. of the leadership of your organisation and the
Motional A ***** attest of State Councils on Vocational Education
(lascove).

I di d cur meeting with the WASCovE Board of Directors
during our recent annual meeting in Washington D.C. They wee.
most aupportivs it our organisations developing a channel of
communication so that we can coordinator our missions to improve
vooational oducation and job training.

The MASCOVE Board also discussed your raviolit for an
endorsem2nt of your paper *Bring down the Sorrier**. Our board
membors hum road the paper thoroughly and do have some concern
with reopeet to its content.

toe are &&&&& . 1 am sure, that NASCOVI has been opposed to
the creation of the State MINIM honouree Invoatment Councils
because of the throat they pose to the ***** Councils on
Vocational Education. II 1 states hay, already organised
*Super Council* and have liminated the State Council. Your
paper mid he SEM in section 2, an page 2.

K. particularly have a problom with the elimination of Stat.
Councils in stet.. tame tho council *sobers are appointed by an
elected State Board of Education, as is the can* in kevadn. Re
are not sure how governor nen override tho Board of Education.
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Mr. PETERSON. Sounds good. Just get the snow out. Ies been
going on long enough.

Mr. Maw. We know how to turn snow into money. Thaes what
we do in New Hampshire. It's a new work ethic.

Mr. PETERSON. Any other members that have statements, we will
make them part of the record without objection. Do you have a
more lengthy statement, Mr. Zeliff, that you want to make?

Mr. &um. Yes.
Mr. PgricasoN. OK We'll make that part of the record as well.
Mr. ZELIFF. Thank you.
Mr. Pgr molt Our first panel of witnesses this morning includes

Clarence C. Crawford, Associate Director of the Human Ruources
Division, Education and Employment Issues of the General Ac-
counting Office. If you want to come forward Mr. Crawford.

And Mr. Rodo Sofranac, who is with the National Association of
State Job Training Coordinating Councils, and the chair of the Ari-
zona SJTCC. Mr. Sofranac has graciously agreed to substitute for
Governor Merrill, and he will present some of the recommendations
of the National Governors' Association as well as the views of the
National Association of State Job Training Coordinating Councils.

At this point, without objection, I'd like to put in the record a let-
ter dated January 26, 1994, from the Governors' Association to
President Clinton. 'Without objection, so ordered.

[The letter followsa
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Mr. PETERSON. We're looking forward to hearing your testimony.
As you may be aware, it's a custom in our Government Operations
Committee that because they're investigative hearinp that we
swear in all witnesses so we don't discriminate against any of
them. So if you have no objection, we'll do that.

[Witnesses sworn.]
Mr. PETERSON. Thank you, be seated. Your written statements

will be entered in the record in their entirety, so if you want to
summarize or hit the high pointsagain, welcome to the commit-
tee. We appreciate you being with us.
STATEMENT OF CLARENCE C. CRAWFORD, ASSOCIATE DIREC-

TOR, BRAME, EDUCATION, AND HUMAN SERVICES DIVI-
SION, EDUCATION AND EMPLOYMENT ISSUES, GENERAL AC-
COUNTING OFFICE, ACCOMPANIED BY SIGURD NILSEN, AND
ROBERT ROGERS, ASSOCIAIS DIRECTORS
Mr. CRAWFORD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the

subcommittee. We are indeed happy to be here today to share with
you the results of our work on the fragmented system of employ-
ment training programs, and to discuss briefly the administration's
proposal for consolidating dislocated worker programs.

fel like to at this time introduce the two people who have accom-
panied me to the table, Sigurd Nilsen and Robert Rogers. Both of
these individuals have been responsible for much of our work over
the past few years in the employment training arena.

By our count there are now at least 154 programs administered
by 14 departments and agencies, providing about $25 billion in as-
sistance to out of school youths and adults. Turning your attention
to the chart on your left, within those 14 departments and agencies
there are about 35 major offices that administers programs that
provide employment training assistance. We have provided copies
of these charts for the members, and the charts can also be found
in the appendix of the testimony.

If you're having difficulty following the chart: that's part of the
message. Many people are bivolved in the administration of these
programs.

Mr. PETERSON. This isn't as bad as Senator Dole's chart about
the health care system, though. It's close, but it doesn't win the
prize. [Laughter.]

Mr. CRAWFORD. When viewed individually these programs have
a well-intended purpose. However, the current system is fraught
with problems and past efforts to fix the problems have fallen
shortwhich leads us, Mr. Chairman, to believe that the current
system needs to be overhauled and consolidated. A new system
should be created that is customer oriented and focuses its atten-
tion on helping workers and employers.

Let me just quickly highlight mime of the problems. They're well-
documented and they're covered in detail in the testimony. But the
current system confuses clients, it frustrates employers. There is a
survey that was done of employers in the State of Washington
which found that 60 percent of the employers felt that they had-dif-
ficulty locating qualified workers, and about one-third of those em-
ployers also felt that the system was too slow to respond to their
needs.
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Also we found that the National Governors' Association reported
that there isn't a strong link between the employment training pro-
grams and economic development activities in the States. It's nice
to train people for jobs, but it would be really great to have jobs
there once the people are trained.

The programs are difficult for staff to administer, as well. For ex-
ample, for the economically disadvantaged there are six standards
to define low income, five definitions of family and household, and
five methods for computing income.

All too often the services that people receive are not tailored to
their needs. There isn't an independent assessment. Programs, for
example, that you're familiar with, the Trade Adjustment Assist-
ance program and the EDWAA program, are a couple of good ex-
amples. If you end up with Trade Actustment Assistance, more
than likely; you will get long-term training and very little OJT. If
you go to EDWAA you are more likely to get OJT and relatively
few engage in long-term training.

Sometimes service providers are the ones doing the assessments,
and they have a financial stake in steering clients to a particular
service. And again, there is not always a clear link between pro-
grams and the labor market to understand and know the needs of
employers.

On administrative costsCongressman Zeliff, we agree with
youit's difficult to get your arms around just how much of the
money is going toward administration. We four..? *Nat administra-
tive cost guidelines range from 7 to 15 to 20 percr. t, with some
programs apparently not having clear guidelines at all.

A. couple of major national commissions looked at the programs
essentially effecting the economically disadvantaged and concluded
that eliminating the duplication could result in significant cost sav-
ings, and those funds could be used to serve individuals in need.

Thrning your attention to your right, we have a couple of charts
here that highlight State programs. Now in both instances I want
to mention that dine charts represent States that are attempting
to rationalize the employment training programs. And this is what
States face in attempting to administer Federal categorical pro-
grams. These programs have separate accounting

Mr. PETERSON. I think this one here beats Dole's charts. [Laugh-
ter.)

Mr. CRAWFORD. But here you have the States of Massachusetts
and Washington that are attempting to rationalize these programs.
It's not easy for them. States have done a lot. In the area of ac-
countability we agree there needs to be a better understanding of
how well the programs are working, whether the programs actually
make a difference in the lives of individuals. Vie need to know
whether people are getting jobs. In some programs, like the JTPA
program for the economically disadvantaged, we've tended to track
funding sources rather than track individuals, the participants.

The Trade A4justment Act program doesn't have clearly estab-
lished program goals. And as we and others have documented,
these programs are vulnerable to waste, abuse, and mismanage-
ment.

There have been efforts in the past to fix the problem, but they
tended to be one-time efforts that didn't address the major prob-
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lems, nor did they address all of the programs. In the 1960's we
created three large programr in the 1970. we created CETA; inthe 1980's it was the Job Training Partnership ond some improve-.
ments to the Perkins Voc Ed; in the 1990's we focused more on
standardizing terms and reducing barriers to coordination.

But just in wanting to quote from the letter that you mentioned,
Mr. Chairman, to the President, it says here that, 'Just as respon-
sibility for job training is scattered across numerous federal agen-cies, reforms in these programs are proceeding in a piecemeal way
which mirrors and will add to fragmentation of federal job trainingefforts."

Restructuring the programs will not be easy. There are a lot of
ways to fix the program. What we have done, based on our workand the work of many respected researchers and State officials,
suggests that the new system needs to be customer oriented with
a couple of major goalshelp workers acquire skill and help em-
ployers locate qualified candidates. We recognize this will not be
easy, but we think a system consisting of fewer programsperhaps
you could build it around target populations.

And in that regard I wanted to briefly talk about the administra-
tion's proposal for dislocated workers and then we could have a
more indepth discussion in question and answer. We think it's a
step in the right direction. From what we've seen this preliminary
proposal seems to consolidate dislocated worker programs. It seems
to eliminate some of the confusion over the different eligibility re-
quirements. It appears that they are going to insist upon better ac-
countability and tracking and understanding of effectiveness.

But again, there are still questions that remain. It is not clear,
for example, whether there is going to be independent assessment
It seems that is what they're implying. We're not sure how the ca-
reer centers and the one-stop shopping centers will function,whether the one-stop shopping centers will become the 165th pro-
gram, or whether it will, in some way, try to consolidate programs
at the local level. It's not quite clear.

And at the same time, even if we were to build a system around
target populations we would still have to deal with some of the spe-cialthe general purpose programs, like the employment service.
We think the President's proposal is probably a step in the right
direction. But it can't be an isolated step, it has to be dealt with
in the context of overhaul of the entire system.

As you begin to overhaul the systemyou have to decide what tar-
get populations will be served and what services are provided to
people. Again, it appears that when the President's proposal is pre-
sented for dislocated workers, the Congress will have an oppor-tunity to look at the definition of dislocated workers. You'll have
an opportunity to narrow or to expand the definition. You'll have
an opportunity to look at the services and make sure these are the
services that you really want to provide.

The same kind of thing would have to happen with the other
populations. We think the redesign should include or have inputfrom the major stakeholders, client representatives, employers,
State and local officials, and service providers. Have these stake-
holders held to identify what has worked, and how that can bebuilt-in to the new system.
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Based on our work and the work of others we have identified sev-
eral principles. We distilled them to just four guiding principles for
sake of this testimony. They are simplicity, tailored services, ad-
ministrative efficiency, and accountability.

Concerning simplicity, we're sa,ying that the system should be
easy for people to understandthose that are in need of services,
thoso that are charged with iproviding the services, and employers
who are looking for qualified employees. We feel that the services
should be tailored to the needs of the individual, these should be
independent assessment. And we should also understand what em-
ployers want.

On that note let me thank the chairman and ranking member for
your insight in requesting another GAO study that will look at the
issue of job matchingwhere are the people, what kinds of skills
do they have, what kinds of jobs are coming online, where will the
jobs be located?

On the administrative efficiency we feel that you should have as
few programs and structures as possible so that the money that is
being appropriated actually goes to those in need.

Concerning accountability, we think there should be very clear
goalswhat are we trying to accomplish? We should make sure
that the money is not lxing misappropriated, wasted, or abused.
We should clearly know what are the desired outcomes we want
these programs to produce, and we should have periodic reviews to
determine the effectiveness of the programs.

In closing, Mr. Chairman, again, we are convinced that major
overhaul and consolidation are needed to create a customer-ori-
ented system that serves workers and employers. We recognize it's
not going to be easy, it can't happen overnight.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my prepared statement. I'd like to
point out that you and the ranking member know that we're pre-
paring a report that addresses these issues in greater detail and
that report will be available shortly. .

At this time we'd be happy to answer any questions that you or
other members of the subcommittee may have.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Crawford follows0
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SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY BY CLARENCE C. CRAWFORD
MULTIPLE EMPLOYMENT TRAINING PROGRAMS

MAJOR OVERHAUL IS NEEDED

By our count at least 154 programs administered by 14 federal departments and agencies provide
about $25 billion in employment training assistance. Faced with stiff global competition.
corporate resuucturing, and continuing federal budget constraints, the federal government can no
longer afford to invest in asystem that may waste resources and may not help people better
compete for jobs. While many agree that change is needed. how to create a better system has
sparked much discussion.

PROBLEMS INHERENT IN THE CURRENT FRAGMENTED SYSTEM

When reviewed individually, the more than 150 programs providing employment training
assistance have well-intended purposes. However, collectively the current array of programs "...is
bewildering and frightening to clientsand even, in some cases confuses the professionals who
operate the programs.' And. too often it dces not tailor services to the needs of the unemployed.
Further, some programs do not know whether participants obtain jobs. Also, there are at least 21
separate federal and state committees or councils with interprogram coordination functions.
Many of these receive federal funding. Fmally, "Eliminating duplicate bureaucracies will reduce
administrative costs, saving money that can be used, instead, for client services."

PAST EFFORTS TO FIX TRE SYSTEM HAVE FALLEN SHORT

As you are well aware, past efforts to fix the system have fallen short of solving the substantial
problems. These efforts were usually oae-tlme 'fixes" that either did not address all the major
concerns or did not include all the major programs. The National Petformance Review noted
that. "Government programs accumulate Wm coral reefsthe slow and unplanned accretion of
tens of thousands of ideas, legislative actions, and administrative initiatives.'

RESTRUCTURING THE CURRENT ARRAY or PROGRAMS AND THE
ADMINISTRATION'S PROPOSAL

We are convinced that a major structural overhaul and consolidation of employment training
programs is needed. The result would be to creak a customer-driven employment system
consisting of significantly fewer programs. This will not be easy and cannot occur overnight.
The Administradon is headed in the right direction with its proposal to consolidate programs
serving dislocated wodten; however, this consolidation needs to be part of a larger restructuring
of employment training programs.

GAOff-1114164410 Multiple Employment Tobin Progreso
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

We are pleased to be here today to discuss the results of our work concerning the fragmented

'system' of employment training programs and the Adntinistration's proposal' for consolidating

programs that specifically tenet dislocated workers. By our count, at least 154 programs

administered by 14 federal deparunents and agencies provide about 525 billion in employment

training assistance to out-of-school youth and adults to enhance their skills or employment

opportunities.

This testimony is based On our past and ongoing work addressing the federal employment

training system.5 as well as the work of other prominent organizations. Programs included in

our work we those that are designed to (1) assist the unemployed. (2) Male employment. and (3)

enhance employability. Tbe programs provide services to out-ot-school youth and adults not

enrolled in advanced degree programs.

Faced with stiff global apetition, corporate restructuring, and continuing fedetal budget

constraints, the federal government can no longer afford to invest in a system that may waste

resources and may not help people better compete for jobs. While many agree that changes in

the employment Inking system am needed, how to create a more effective and efficient system

hts sparked much discussion.

When reviewed individually, the mote than 150 programs providing employment training

assistance have well-intended purposes. However, collectively they create confusion and

fIllsilatiOn for their clients and administrators, hamper the delivery of services tailored to the

needs of those seeking assistance. and create the pi:modal for duplication of effort and

'Our analysis is based on the Fekuary S. 1994, discussion draft of the 'Reemployment Act of
1994.*

'See appendix 1 for a listing of related GAO products.

2 GA0/1417:11841-110 Wipes Employment netting Programs
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unnecessary administrative costs. In addition, some programs lack basic tracking and monitnnng

systems needed to ensure that assistance is provided efficiently and effectively.

As you am well aware, past efforts to fix the system have fallen short of solving the substantial

problems. These efforts were usually onetime *fixer that either did not address all the major

concerns nor include all the major programs. As a Mull, more programs evolve each year. and

the problems inherent in the aystem loom even larger.

We are convinced that a major structural overhaul and consolidation of employment training

programs is needed. The result would be to create a customer-driven employment system that

embodies at least four guiding principlessimplicity. tailored services, administrative effmiency.

and accountability. The Administration's ptoposal to consolidate programs serving dislocated

workers appears to be a good rust step in that process. However, some questions about the

specific implementation of the proposal remain.

CURRENT SYSTEM ADMINISTERED BY 14 FEDERAL DEPARTMENTS

The United States' ability to compete in the international msrkerplace depends to a great extent

on the skills of its workers. Over the years, the federal government's commitment to enhancing

workforce quality has been substantiaL Our analysis of the President's proposed fiscal year 1994

budget' identified at lesst 154 federal programs or funding streams that requested an estimated

$25 billion foremployment training assistance. (See app. 11 for a list of the programs and

funding sueams.)

Most of these programs are adminimered by the two agencies typically responsible for enhancing

worker skills or training. The Department of Education is responsible fee 60 such programs, and

the Department of Labor is responsible for 36. However some programs reside in departments

'Based primarily on the President's proposed budget for fiscal year 1994 dated April 8. 1993.

3 GACIfT.MaiS44.1 Mein* Employment Training Program
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that would not generally he expected to provide employment training assistance. such as the

United Stales Departments of Agriculture (USDA). and Housing and Urban Development (HUD..

Our analysis shows that many migrants target the same client populations. For example.

veterans are specifically targeted by the largest number of programs (IS). while other target

groups. such as youth. Native Ameticans. the economically disadvantaged, and dislocated

workers, are also targeted by several programs. (See app. DI for a list of the target populations-)

A large number of programs serving the same target group is not necessarily a cause for concern.

but, when these ;novas: provide ihe same or similar services, it raises questions stout

duplicative administrative structures.

We also found that programs targeting the same client populations sometimes have similar goals.

For exam*, the nine programs that specifically target the economically disadvantaged largely

have overlapping goals. All ate programs have the goal of enhancing clients' participation in

the workforce. and four programsthe tabor Depanment's Job 'Training Partnership Act (TfPA).

Health and Human Service's Job Opportunities and Ethic Skills (JOBS). Agriculture's Food

Stamp Employment and Denting (EAT). and Housing sad Urban Development's Family Self-

Sufficiencyspecifically mention reducing wettest dependency as a primary goaL

Given these mums' similar goals, it is not surprising they alao serve the same constituency.'

For exarnk, although the JOBS ptogram was tpecifically created to help Aid to Families With

Dependent Children (AFDC) recipients, Labor's IVA tide nA program atho served mote than

136.000 AFDC recipients iA 1991. Similarly, the SIPA program served more than 100.000 Food

Stamp recipients in 1991 who were also eligible for the Department of Agriculture's Food Stamp

EAT prosiest.

*This is not meant to imply that clients are receiving the same service, like classroom training,
from two separate program&

4 GMVNIZIE44.10 PAW* Ilimpioparet Tralaing Programs
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Concerns about overlapping programs increase because many of the employment training

programs we identified provide the same categories of services through parallel but separate

structures. For example, the nine employment training programs that target the economically

disadvantaged provided 27 different categories of services in five basic areas: (1) career

counseling and skills assessment. (2) remedial education. (3) vocational skill training. (4)

placement assistance, and (5) support services. The JTPA title HA programs offer 24 of those

services. The JOBS program provides 17 of the same services as TIPA, and the Food Stamp

E&T program overlaps with JTPA on 18 services. These three programs account for about 72

percent of the funding specifically targeted to the economically disadvantaged population. (Set

app. IV for a list of the 27 employment training services.)

To deliver these services, the federal government has created a patchwork of parallel

administrative structures in 14 departments or independent agencies. Within these departments

and agencies. 35 interdepartmental offices channel funds to state and local program

administrators. (See app. V for a chart of the federal departments and agencies with programs

that provide employment training assistance.) For example, five different federal departments--

USDA, Education, HHS. HUD, and Uboradminister the nine programs that target the

economically disadvantaged, each with its own set of policies, procedures, and requtrements.

And, each provides staff and incurs costs, both at headquarters and regional locations, to plan and

monitor these programs.

At the state and local level, similar often parallel administrative structures administer the delivery

of services. (See app. VI for an organizational chart of employment training programs in the

state of Massachusetts and app. VH for a similar chart for Washington state.) For example, the

'TPA program funds about 630 service delivery areas (SDAs) to administer the service delivery

at the local leveL Also, the JOBS and Food Stamp E&T programs both fund numerous local

offices, usually using networks of state and, sometimes, county-run welfare offices to administer

the delivery of program services.

5 GAO/T.RE1544-le, Multiple Employment Training Programs
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PROBLEMS INHERENT IN THE
CURRENT FRAGMENTED SYSTEM

The many ovedapping federal employment training programs create a system fraught with

problems that confuse and frustrate clients. hamper the delivery of services tailored to the needs

of their cliems. add unnecessary administrative costs, and, at best, raise questions about the

effectiveness of individual programs. as well as the system as a whole. (See app. Vi II for

comments on the problems of the current system from other organizations.)

Clients. Ef MACAW. and Administrators
Often Confused and Frustrated

The current patchwork of employment training programs can create confusion for those seeking

assistance because it has no clear entry points and no clear path front one program to another.

Even if people find a local agency, they face a burdensome intake and assessment process that

likely includes lengthy application forms and prolonged waits for interviews.

Employers also experience problems with the fragmented system of employment training

programs. Employers want a system that is easy to lam and provides qualified job candidates.

Instead, employers must cope with over 50 programs that provide job referral and placement

assistance. Employers also express =Kan that job candidates often lack basic literacy skills as

well as the technical skills needed to fill their openings. A survey of employers in the state of

Washington showed that 60 percent said they had difficulty finding qualified workers, and 31

percent said employment training programs were too slow in responding to their need for

qualified waken.'

Employers can also be frustrated by the disjointed approach to government-sponsored economic

development activities. Developing a skilled worker is a hollow success if no job opportunities

'The Investment in Human Canital Study, State of Washington Office of Financial Management.
December 1990.

6 GAO/F-HERS444119 Maid* Emplaymeat Trilling Programs
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exist when the worker completes training. At least 25 federal programs offer economic

development activities to help create full-time permanent jobs for the unemployed and the under-

employed. primarily in economically distressed areas Unfortunately, interaction between federal

job training and economic development programs is usually limited. The National Governors

Association (NOM found that less than one in four states administered major economic

development and job training programs through the same state-level agency. The NGA also

found that only one in three states jointly planned program policies and activities for these related

programs. and only one in five states had formal liaisons between related agencies.

Increasingly. program administrators are under orders to coordinate activities and share resources

to ensure that program participants get needed services. Nevertheless, conflicting eligibility

definitions impede local agency efforts to develop case management systems, create common

intake and assessment procedures, and exchange data on clients among programs. As one state

administrator commented, "...the aim of cue management is to access various programs in order

to deliver the best services possible to the client. However, conflicting requirements turn

coordination into a jigsaw puule...".

For example, in determining who is economically disadvantaged, six different standards are used

to define low income" levels, five different definitions for family or household, and five

complex methods for determining income.

Income criteria am not the only barriers to client eligibility determination and service delivery:

Programa targeting youth differ in their age limits. Lower age limits for youth range from

11 to 16 years of age, while upper limits range from 19 to 27. (See app. IX for a chart of

lower and upper age differences.)

7 GA0fr-HERS44.109 Muldpk Employment Training Programs
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-- Programs targefing older workers differ in how they'detine "older; some use a minimum

of 55 years while others use a minimum of 60 years.

Dislocated worker programs differ in their criteda for "job loss.'

A 1991 survey of state and local program administrators recommended standardizing more than

80 commonly used terms and definitions, Survey respondents also recommended standardizing

many conflicting fiscal sad adminisuative rectuiremene as well.' For exampie, another problem

facing administrators attempting to coordinate their programs is the difference in program

operating cycles. We found that programs targeted to four groupsolder workers, dislocated

workers, the economically disadvantaged, and youthall operate on different annual cycles, which

hampers the ability of program administrators to jointly plan and coordinate their assistance. (See

app. X for a chan of different operating cycles used by programs targeting each of the four

trooPs.)

prgsams Freauentiv Do Not Tailor Assistance to lob Seeker Neegs

For job seekers to get tbe most from the substance provided. the services must be tailored to

their specific reeds. However, some programs may not provide all tbe services seeded, or

service providers may slem job seekers into inappropriate training activities. For example,

dislocated workers me saved by two programsTrade Adjustment Ambiance (TAA) and

Economic Dislocatioa and Wader Adjustment AmisMece (EDWAA). Dislocsted workers in

TAA are routinely carolled in long-leso classroom traieing. but few receive oe-the-job training

National
Governors' Associadoe, Wilkinson. D.C., 1991.

'To facilitate clout cocedinadce and saes effective use of temources. 1992 SIPA amendments
directed Labor. Macadam and MS, in consultadoa with Ober speacies. to idestify a common
core set of consistendy defiled data &meat for Ile major federal employmeat sed treeing
prevents.

g GA0M411215-9440 kWh* ifinploymiat Traintng Penrame
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(Orr). In contrast. dislocated workers served by EDWAA usually receiveshortterm training or

orr.

In addition, because local service providers, who are under contract with local employment

training programs. often do their own outreach and htve a financial stake in directing clients to

their own program or are isolated from one another. little attempt is generally made to refer

clients to other programs. As a result, some clients may not receive independent assessments to

detenuine their needs. For example, maay fIPA tide RA' sites did 004 provide independent

assessments, but relied on service providers to make the assessments. This gives these service

providers the opportunity to selectively steer participants to the training they offer rather than

refer them to other service providers.

Another reason NOV= participants may not receive assistance tailoted to their needs is that

some service providers do aot leave strong links with employers. Without this information,

program administrators cannot determine whether thek training isadequately peeparing

participate for *wk. Labor lambs information (LW) can also help program administrators

make decisions about tbe types of training dist would be most apmopriaie to prepare their

participants for the local job market.' Several federal programs sumpon LMI activitiesincluding

the collection and disseminalion of LMI through publications sad public databases. However.

this information is often difficult foe Foram admialstratom to use because it is not Latticed to

local labor markets.

VIPA tide UA prompts provide _knew 10 Ike acemomicaly dissdvaatapd.

'Labor market isionnaliost is Pm palmed ce a rep* basis about employmeat, tmemploymest,
jobs, and workers.

9 GA0fT-HESS-11440 Midgie llioploymmt Taigas Program
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overran Can Add Unnecessatv Administrative Casts

The amount of money spent on administering employment training programs cannot be readily

quantified. Of the approximately 52$ billion proposed for employment training assistance in

fiscal year 1994. estimates of administrative costs range as low as 7 percent for some programs

to as high as 15 or 20 percent for others, while other programs do not track administrative costs.

Both the National Commission rot Employment Folic? and the Welfare Simplification and

Coordination Advisory Committee" agree that programs could realize substantial savings if they
did not operate independently and support separate administrative structures. The Welfare

Simplification Committee reptxt concluded. "Eliminating duplicate bureaucracies will reduce

administrative casts, saving money that can be used, instead, for client services."

Eliminating separate staffs to administer, monitor. and evaluate programs at the state and local

levels could also save resources. For example, to help teduce overlap among programs, some

state officials have decided that the TWA. JOBS, and the Food Stamp EAT programs are so

similar that it would be more efficient to combine the resources from these programs to provide

client services. In the state of Waahington, for example, the human services department contracts

with the states employment aervice department for the administration of its Food Stamp EAT

program. At the local level. Washington's human setvice agencies refer Food Stamp clients to
the staie's employment service offices for employment Uaining usistance.°

Special arrangements at tbe state or local level to better coordinate services among overlapping

programs may be more efficient than operating programs separately or in conipetitionwith one

mCoordinatint Federal Assistance Fromm; for the Economically Disadvantated:
Reommegggramajastliguanaldaterig& National Commission for EmploymentPolicy,
Washington, D.C.. 1991.

"Time for Chants: Remakini the Nation's Welfare System, Repott of the Welfare
Simplification and Coordination Advisory Commirtee, Washington, D.C. 1993.

"Massachusetts and South Carolina have also attempted to reorganize agencies or departments to
achieve mon efficient operations or better coordinated programs.

10 GAOMMEHS-94400 MvWpie famioymurt Training Programs
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another. However, such arrangements can increase the overall adminisualive costs ot Ihese

programs. For exaMpie, we identified 21 sepaiate federal and state committees Of councils with

responsibilities for inerprogram coordination. Many of these councils operate with federal

funding, some with thtir own staffs and expense accounts. However, a recent survey of state

officials found that less than half thought that such efforts actually improved coordination."

The federal government also uses setuide programs and demonsuation projects to look for ways

to enhance coordination among programs. The TWA State Education Coordination and Grants

programwith U2 million in funding proposed for fucal year 1944wu designed, in part to

'...facilitate coordination of education and training services.* However, a study by the National

Commission for Employment Policy reported that the track mat of such set-asides in improving

coordination has been mixed'.

System Lacks Accountabilitv

Another concern with the fragmented system is that efforts to monitor grogram petformance and

outcomes are difficult because some programs =la readily track participant progress across

programs, and sometimes within programs. For example, the JTPA title UA wagons for

economically disadvantaged adults tracks activity by funding source, rather than be individual

participant. To gather information on services received by a client from this toe program,

evaluators or local administrators would have to tap into as many as four separate databases.

"Jennings. Edward T. Jr.. 'Building Bridges in the Intergovernmental Arena: Coordinating
Employment and Training programs in the American States', public Administration Review Vol.
54, No. 11 (1994).

k ;10, I.

htifiglaitaillialiallgUalilildirdila National CommirMon for Employment PolleY-
Wathington. D.C., 1991.

1 I GAMMEIHISM-1111 Multiple Eaploystest Training Program
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Further, this does not include and information on the services the individual may have received
from other progrants."

Similarly. the TAA program for dislocated workers lacks the basic trackingsystem needed to

ensure that assistance is provided effectively and efficiently." The TAA program has no

established performance goals, thus there is little impetus for states to track participant progress

or program performance. Even when states collect information on theirown, they do not collect

the same types of information or their definitions are not consistent. Without basic information

on who the program served, the services they received, and how they fared after completing
training both in the short and long term, no determination can be madeabout how the program is

performing or what can be done to improve performance. Similarly, the Department of Labor

Inspector General and Mathmatica also found that data on the TAA program were either not
collected or were inaccurate and inconsistent.

For 'TPA programs, we also found that inadequate federal and state monitoring has left programs

vulnerable to waste, abuse and mismanagement!' Federal oversight has not been directed at

identifying improper practices or providing reasonable assurance that the program operates in

accordance with the law, regulations and sound management practices. Rather, federal oversight

consists primarily of broad policy guidance, limited technical assistance, and minimal scrutiny of
program implementation and operation.

"Multiple Emolovment Protrams: National Employment Strategy Needed. (GAO/T-HRD-93-27,
June 1E. 1993).

"Palmated Workers: Pr000sed Reemployment Assistance Protram (GAOIHRD-94-61,
November 1993).

"Job 'inhibit Partnenhin Act lnadeonate Oversitht Leaves Promam Vulnerable to Wastes
Abuse. and Mismanuement (GAIYHRD-91-97. July 1991).

12 GAO/T.HEES44-109 Mu Igple Employment Training Programs
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In the Employment Service program, we found that federal monitoring activities only provided

assurance that states comply with the bare minimum required by applicable laws and

regulations." This provides a very narrow picture of program seiViCes and little substantive

information about how SIMS maliaje their program Of how local offices operate and perfonn.

While compliance with program requirements is an important concern, the failure to consider

other factors. such as participant outcomes, as a pan of agencies' strategies fcc planning oversight

efforts can result in their not being able to identify local projects that are having performance

successes or difficulties.

PARSFFORTS TQ FIX IbE -SYSTEM'
HAVE FALLEN SHORT

Despite the many problems plaguing employment training programs and more than a quarter-

century of tinkering, federal efforts to fix the system have fallen far shon of the mark because

they tended to be one-time only and failed to address all of the major programs cc the mom

fuadamental problems. Many states have also tried to better coordinate programs through state-

level reorganizations and aew delivery imbues: however, the different fedetal tequitements of

each program have hampered these effoas. As a result, these well-intended fedesal and state

efforts to simplify sad coordinate tbe system have had limited or oaly temporary SUWON.

By the late 1960s, the number of federal employment training programs had grown into a

complicated administrative maze involving many federal departments. In 1967, several sweeping

programs were enacted, including the Concentrated Employment Program, the Cooperative Area

Manpower Mann/ft System, sad the Comprehensive Manpower Program. Them programs were

meant to reduce frsgmentation and decentralize responsibility for program planning. While these

efforts helped don the dinctioa of change in Neal employmeat Wain policy, their impact

was limited because they did not address all of the programs. For example, these efforts did not

"Egui MAOMRD-9l-
St)."
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Include the Employment Service, a program that lists job openings for employers and provides
job referrals for those seeking work.

In the early 1970s. the Congress recognized the need for a more broadly based employment

training prosram and established the Comprehensive Employment Veining Act (CETA) of 1973.

However, again neither the original CETA legislation, nor subsequent amendments. brought all
major programs under one umbrella.

In the 1980s. effotts to improve efficiency and effectiveness of employment training programs

shifted to mandating coordination among related programs. The Job Training Partnership Act of

1982 required state and local lob Training Plans and created state and local coordinating councils

to improve the effectiveness of program services. Similarly. the Carl 0. Perkins Vocational

Reduction Act of 1984 mquired state councils on vocational education. However, these well-

intended coordination initiatives have met with limited success

Thus far in the 1990s. federal initiatives to better coordinate employment inining programs have

focused on standardizing tams and definitions and reducing other baniers to interprogram

coordination. But the number of programs have continued to grow. The National Performance

Review (NPR) noted that. 'government programs accumulate like coral reefsthe slow and

unplanned accretion of tens of thousands of ideas, legislative actions, and administrative

initiatives." The NPR report considers the current system of employment training programs to be

inefficient and ineffective. While the report proposed many changes to reduce battlers to more

efficiency and effectiveness, federal efforts to improve the existing employment training system
have been limited to individual department actions.

In a letter to the President. the NGA questioned many of the efforts cunently under way to

reform the employment training system." While NGA supports the need for reform, it is

"Letter dated January 26, 1994, signed by the chairs and vice chairs of the National Governors'
ASSOCislion, its Human Resources Committee, its Education Leadership Team and its Welfare

14 GAWT.IIIiii844-111,1 Maniple Enntiornand Training Programs
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concerned that --just as responsibility for Joh training is scattered across numeroos Iederal

agencies, reforms in these programs are proceeding in a piecemeal way which mirrors and will

add to the fragmentation of federal job training efforts."

RESTRUCTURING CURRENT ARRAY OF PROGRAMS AND

ME ADMINISTRATION'S PROPOSAL

The current fragmented system of employment and training programs is not meeting the needs of

workers. emptoyen. or administrators and thus is not helping the United SUVA meet the

challenges of increased global competition. While much debate has occuned about how toIle
the.system. our wotk. as well a4 that of numerous researchers and several states. suggest that the

new system needs to be customer-oriented. That is. it's did gods should be so help clients

acquire the skills necessary to become productively employed and help employers locale qualified

job candidates. Designing the new system, and determining the client populations to be served.

will not be easy. as demoostrated by pest efforts.

We believe that a new system consisdng of significantly fewer programs affords the best

opportuaity foe improving die quality of employment training union One approach could be to

build a sew system around a specific numbs: of target population. This is limiter to what tbe

Administration is stigesdng is its draft ptopoes1 to consolidate all &located worker programs

into one comprebeesive program to serve this target population. Similarly. the National

Commission for Enploymest Policy bag recommended consolidating employment training

programs for the diasdrantand. ned tbe Welfare Simplification sad Coordination Advisory

Committee has endorsed this recommendation. Whether the Administration will also propose to

consolidate program* for the ec000mically disadvantaged under its welfare reform proposal is

unknown.

Reform Leadership Team.
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Even if the Administration dues formally propose to restructure programs that serve the

dislocated workers and the economically disadvantaged, these efforts may only affect less than I:

percent of the programs and IS percent of the total funding for employment training.

Nevertheless, the above proposals could be the first step in creating a comprehensive system.

Programs could be consolidated and focused on a specified number of client populations. Such

an approach would be simpler and likely more cost efficient (e.g.. one program for youth rather

than the 16 programs spread across five agencies). In addition, specific performancestandards

can readily be built in for each target population. This may better ensure that groups of the

unemployed with similar needs have equal access to services. It also facilitates designing

programs to better meet the :reeds of panicular target populations enabling services to be

tailored to need. Moreover, a system built around specific target populations would help service

providers and local agency staff become rnore familiar with and understand the needs of their
clientele, enabling them to provide better quality service. One question thatmust be answered

concerns the role of general purpose programs, such as the Employment Service. IA a WO
comprehensive system.

Another issue that needs to he considered is deciding which client populations to serve and what

services to provide. Until tbe consequences of such changes are studied, it is best to bold the

level of services available to individuals comma However, as the new system comes on-line.

the Congress will need to focus more intently on determining the appropriate "basket of services'

for each client poputation as well as the costs. This should happen as the Congress prepares to

consider the Administration's proposal for consolidating dislocated worker assistanceprograms.

Still another important aspect of designing a new system is getting the input and support of a

wide range of majce stakeholder such as stale and local governments, employers, representatives

of client groups, and senior providers. This process could build on the best practices of federal.

state, and local government efforts, as well as look to innovations of business, client groups, and

service providen. These stakeholder could help design a system that bas as its framework clearly

defined goals, desired outcomes, and accountability built in, yet affords state and local officials

16 GA0/1412.11184440 Med* limpioymem Tratalag Programs
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the flexibility to responsibly tailor services to meet their needs. The system should also provide

for state and local inno;iations.

GUIDING PRINCIPLES

As the Congress is presented with proposals to address the problems of the nation's employment

training system, there are a variety of ways to achieve the overhaul. Our work, as well as that of

numerous researchers and several states again suggest that several guiding principles can facilitate

the creation of a comaehensive, customer-oriented system. These principles can help in

designing the new system's structure (Le.. determining the number of programs and their

missions), determining which clients are to be served. and what services are to be provided.

These guiding principles include simplicity, tailored service*. administrative efficiency, and

accountability efficiency.

Simplicity is the tint principle to consider in operating an effective employment training system.

The multiplicity of problems in the current syskra of programs leads us to the conclusion that it

must be simplified and Moped imo a teal system. Such a system Mould be easily accessible by

all who seek assistance. Melodies clients seeking jots and employers seeking workers. In

addition, the system structure should be simple, meaning din related activities, such as economic

development, should be iniegraied with employmeet inking activkies.

The second guides peincipie Is Wain services to clients' seeds. This means providing the

savices to clime dot are most likely to result in &sectary( job placement at appropriate wars.

It also means providing servka at the right time. Fa IV06:411 about to be dislocated, that means

at or before they are kid off. Tailoriag moires also means ptovidiag the semica that

employers need, wheat( identifying skilled wotkers or upgrading tbe skills of their current

workas.

17 GAO/T4i1M4449 kL.11ala Zapleyeeet Tieleieg Programs
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A third principle is administrative efficiency. As discussed, the current array of programs

hampers effective delivery of services and adds unnecessary administrative costs. Many of the

system's inefficiencies can be traced to fragmented, uncoordinated program design. Streamlining

administrative activities and eliminating redundancies will make the system considerably more

efficient.

The last guiding principle of an employment training system is accountability. This involves

having a balanced. integrated strategy of program and financial integrity, a focus on achieving

desired outcomes, and a means for periodically assessing program effectiveness. Clearly defined

goals and desired outcomes are the cornerstones of such a strategy.

MAJOR OVERHAUL IS NEEDED

In conclusion, we are convinced that a major overhaul and significant consolidation of the

existing 154 programs is needed to create an employment training system that will help the

United States meet the challenges of an increasingly competitive world. The new system needs

to be customer oriented, with its chief goals to help workers and employers. History tells us that

designing and implementing a new system will not be easy, nor can it be accomplished overnight.

We feel that the Administration is headed in the right direction with its proposal for consolidating

dislocated worker programs; however, the consolidation needs to be part of a larger restructuring

of employment training programs.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes my prepared statemenl I would lilre to point out that, as you and

the Ranking member know, we are preparing a report that addresses these issues in greater detail

that will be available shortly. At this time I will be happy to answer any questions you or other

members of the Subcommittee may have.

18 GAO/THEIIS44-100 Meldple Employment Training Programa
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APPENDIX I APPENDIX I

RELATED GAO PRODUCTS

Multiple Emolovment Protrams (OAO/HRD.93-26R. June 13. 1993):

Multiple Employment Trainint Norms: Conf tictint Reoutrements Hamper Delivery of Services

(DAO/HEHS-94:711. January 1994):

Multiple Employment Traiaint Promms: Over 'anoint Protrarns Can Add Unnecessary

AsimkitaksSogni (GAOIHEHS-94-80, January 1994);
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APPENDIX II APPENDIX II

FEDERAL EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING PROGRAMS
rewryszu e UNUINti LEVELS 1SY AGENCY (FISCAL YEAR 1994)

Agency and programs 1994

Programs (154) Funding (in millions) $24.837.7

Action (3) programs Funding Total 100.9

Literacy Corps 5.3

Foster Grandparent Program 66.4

Senior Companion Program 29.2

Department ot Agriculture (1) program Funding Total 162.7

Food Stamp Employment and Training 162.7

Appalachian Regional Commission (I) program Funding Total 11.2

Appalachian Vocational and Other Education Facilities and Operations 11.2

Department of Commerce (9) programs Funding Total 220.5

Minority Business Development Centers 24.4

American Indian Program 1.9

Economic Development-Grants for Public Works and Development 135.4

Economic Development-Public Works Impact Program

Economic Development-Support foi Planning Organizations 24.8

Economic Development-Technical Assistance 10.4

Economic Development-State and Local Economic Development Planning 4.5

Special Economic Development and Adjustment Assistance Program-
Sudden and Severe Economic Dislocation and Long-Term Economic
Deterioration

19.1

Community Economic Adjustment .

Department of Defenee (2) programs Funding Total 72.8

Military Base Reuse Studies and Community Planning Assistance 6.0

Transition Assistance Program 66.8

20 GAOMEIEB844-109 Multiple Employment Training Programs
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APPENDIX II APPENDIX 11

Agency and programs 1994

Department of Edseadon (0) programs Funning Toed 13.131.4

Even Start-State Educational Agencies 8$.8

Even Start-Migrant Education 2.7

Women's Educational Equity 2.0

Indian Education-Adult Education 4.9

Migrant Education-High School Equivalency Program 8.1

Migrant Education-College Assistance Migrant Program 2.3

School Dropout Demonstration Assistance 37.7

Adult Education-State Administered Basic Grant Program 2613

Adult Education for the Homeless 10.0

National Adult Education Discretionary Program 9.3

Vocational Educadon-Demonstradon Projects for the Integtation of
Vocational and Academic Leaning

in

Vocational Education-Educational Programs for Federal Conectional
Institutions

NA

Vocational Education-Comprehensive Career Guidance and Counseling
NA

Vocational Edocation-Blue Bibb= Vocational Educational Programs
NA

Vocatiosal Education-Model Programs for Regional Valais foe Skilled
Tradea

to,

Vocational Educstion-Bositess/Education/Labor Partnerships
NA

Vocational Edna lioa-Tribdly Controlled Postsecondary Vocadosal
Institutions

.2.9

Vocational FrIncadon-Thbal Economic Development
as,

Vocational Education-Basic Slats Programs 717$

Vocatioaal Education-Stme Programs and Acdvities 813

Vocational Education-Single ?meats, Displaced Homemakers, and Single
Pregnant Wanes

69.4

21 GAOIT41281194411 Add* Raploymme Training Programs
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APPENDIX 11 APPENDIX 11

Agency and programs 1994

Vocational Education foe Sea Equity 31.1

Vocational Education-Programs for Cfiminal Offenders 9.6

Vocational Education-Cooperalive Demonstration NA

Vocational Education-Indian and Hawaiian Natives 15.1

Vocational Education-Opportunities for Indians and Alaskan Natives
NA

Vocational Education-Community Based Organizations 11.8

Vocational Education-Bilingual Vocational Training 0.0

Vocational Education-Demonstration Centers for the Training of
Dislocated Workers

NA

Vocational Education-Consumer and Homemaking Education 0.0

Vocational Education-TechPrep Education 104.1

National Workplace Literacy Program 22.0

English Literacy Program 0.0

Literacy for Incarcerated Adults 5.1

National Center for Deaf-Blind Youth and Adults 6.7

State Literacy Resource Centers 79
Student Literacy Corps 6.1

Federal Pell Grant Program 4 2,846.9

Guaranteed Student Loans ' 5,819.0

Federal Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants ' 125.0

Upward Bound 160.5

Talent Search 67.0

Federal Work-Study Program 4 89.6

Oederal Perkins Loan Program-Federal Capital Contributions 1 13.0

Grants to States for State Student Incentives ao
Educational Oppcctunity Centers 23.3

22
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APPENDIX II APPENDIX II

Agency and programs 1994

Higher Education-Veterans Education Outreach Program 3.1

Studem Support Services 110.3

Posuecondary Edurstion Programs for Persons with Disabilities LS

Rehabilitation Services Basic Suwort-Grants to States 1,933.4

Rehabilitation Services Basic Swoon-Grants for Indians 6.4

Rehabilitation Services Service Projects-Handicapind Migratory sad
Seasonal Farm Workers

1.2

Rehabilitation Services Service Projects-Special Projects and
Demosstrations for Providing Vocational Rehabilitation Services to
Individnals with Severe Disabilities

19.9

Rehabilitation Services Service Projects-Swooned Employment 10.6

Projects with biker/ Programs 21.6

Soppcesed Employment Services for ledividuals with Severe Handicaps 33.1

Comprehensive Services foe Indwendent Living 15.11

Library literacy 0.0

School to Wodr 135.0

Public Librmy Services
su,

.

Deportment ef Hui& mg Hums Ssnkei
(14) pogrom Weeding Teed 2,2933

Job Opportunities sad Basic Skills Mining 125.0

Community Services Block Ormit 352.7

Community Services Block Grant- Discretionary Award 39.7

Community Service Block Orme Discretionary Awards-Demonstration
Partnership

4.4

Refugee and Entrant Assistance-Discretionsry Grants 12.6

Refugee and Entrant Assistance-Stale Administered Programs 94.4

Refugee and Entrant Assisunce-Volustary Agency Programs 39.9

23 GAar-0i2m4e fIIpIS Ow lomat Teaming Program
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Agency and programs 1994

Community Demonstration Grant Projects for Paco bol and Drug Abuse
Treatment of Homeless Individuals

SA

Family Support Centers Demonstration Program 6.9

State Legalization Impact Assistance Grants 809.9

Transitional Living for Runaway and Homeless Youth 11.8

Indecendent Living 16.2

Scholarships for Health Professions Students from Disadvantaged
Backgrounds

NA

Health Careers Opportunity Program ..

Department of Hondas and Urban Development
(4) programa Funding Total 303.4

Emergency Shelter Grants Program 51.4

Supportive Housing Demonstration Program 164.0

Youthbuildt 88.0

Family Self-Sufficiency Program

Department of benrior. - (2) programs FL hing Toni 20.9

Indian Employment Assist/ace 16.9

Indian Grants-Economic Development 4.0

Deportment of Labor (36) programs Funding Toad 7,141.5

IPA IIA Training Services for the Disadvantaged-Mult ' 793.1

!TPA BA Seam Education Programs 82.4

'TPA I1A Incentive Grants 51.5

1TPA IIA Training Programs Fcc Older Individuals 51.5

lIPA IIC Disadvantaged Youth 563.1

.117A BC Disadvantaged Youth-Incentive Grants 34.3

!IPA I1C Disadvantaged Youth-State Education POWS= 54.9

24
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APPENDIX II APPENDIX II

Agency and programs 1994

ITPA IIB Training Services for the Disadvantaged-Summer Youth
Employment And Training Program (Regular)

1.688.8

JTPA IIB Summer Youth Employment And Training Program (Native
American)

/TPA EDWAA-Dislocated Workers (Local SDA Allotment) 229.5

ITPA EDWAA-Dislocated Workers (Governor's 50% Discretionary) 229.5

SIPA EDWAA-Dislocated Workers (Secretary 20% Discretionary) 114.7

JTPA Defense Conversion Adjustment Program

TTPA Defense Diversification
i

JTPA Clean Air Employment Transition Assistance
t

JTPA-Migrant and Seasonal Farmworkers 78.3

JTPA-Employment and Training Research and Development Projects 11.2

JTPA Employment Services sad lob Training-Pilot and Demonstration
Programs

35.1

JIPA-Native American Employment and Training Programs 61.9

ITPA Job Corps 1,153.7

Federal Bonding Program 0.2

Senior Community Service Employment Provam 421.1

Apprenticeship Training 17.2

Trade Adjustment Assistance-Workers 215.0

Targeted Jobs Tax Credit 19.2

Employment Service-Wagner Peyser State Grants (7a) 734.8

Employment Service-Wagner Peper Governor's Discretionary Funds (7b) 81.6

Labor Certification for Alien Workers 58.6

Interstate Job Bank 1.9

Youth Fair Chance' 25.0

25
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APPENDIX U APPENDIX 11

Agency and programs 1994

One Stop Career Centers' 150.0

Ve CMS Employment Program 9.0
Disabled Veterans Outreach Program 84.0

Local Veterans Employment Representative Program 77.9

Homeless Veterans Reintegration Project NA

Job Training for die Hameins Demonstration Project 123

Mee of Pentland Mumpsatent (1) program Funding Total ...

Federal Employment far Disadvantaged Youth-Summer a

Small Busiams Adndsharslims ($) programs Funding Tsai 157.4

Management and Technical Assistance for Socially and Economically
Disadvansaged Businesms

8.1

Small Business Development Center 61.0

Women's Business Ovmenhip Atraatance 1.5

Veteran Entrepeneudal Trebling and Counseling 0.4

Service Corps of Redred Executives Association 3.1

Business Development Assistance lo Small Business 20.9

Procurement Assistance to Smell Business 33.7

Minority Business Development 22.7

Deviants* at Tranapertslion (1) program Funding Total 13
Human Resource Programs 1.5

Darman,* of %Maar Maks (12) Programs Feuding Toted 1,4111.11

All-Volunteer Force Ede:snood Assistance 895.1

Selected Reserve Educational Assistance Program .1

Survivors and Dependents Educational Assist/me 109.1

Vocational Rehabilitation for Disabled Veterans 245.1

26 GAOMIR11194169 Mull* Employment Training Programs
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APPENDIX II APPENDIX H

Agency and programs 1994

Post-Vietnam Era Veterans Educational Assistance 42;4

Hostage Relief Act Program

VOCational Training for Certain Veterans Receiving VA Pension
NA

Vocational and Educational Counseling for Servicemembers and Veterans

Service Members Occupational Conversion and Training (Jobs) 64.5

Health Care for Homeless Veterans 28.3

Domiciliary Care for Homeless Veterans 23.4

Housing and Urban Development/Veteran's Affairs-Supported Housing 2.1

"Data not availabk at ikis time.

'Programs identified are federally funded and designed to (1) assist the unemployed, (2) create
employment, and (3) enhance employability. The programs provide services to out-of-school youth and
adults not enrolled in advanced degree programs.

'Economic Development-Public Works Impact: program funds included in Grants for Public Works and
Development Facilities.

'Community Economic Adjustment: funds altocated in 1993 used to support programs in out years until
funding is depleted.

'Education loan program: amounts shown are estimates of loans for associate and nondegree programs,
when possible to differentiate.

'School to Work: program proposed for fiscal year 1994. Funded at $270.0 million, split evenly between
the Departments of Education and Labor. Department of Education funding is from Carl Perkins Act:
$15 million from National Programs-Research and Development and $120 million from Cooperative
Demonstrations Program. Department of Labor funding is from .7TPA.

'Youthbuild: program proposed for fiscal year 1994.

'Family Self-Sufficiency Program: includes job training, education, and support services paid for 'by
other programs such as JOBS and IIPA. Federal funds may be used to cover local administrative costs.
For fiscal year 1993, appropriations for operating subsidies permit the payment of $25.9 million to cover
the administrative costs of operating the Family Self-Sufficiency program.

27 GACKP-HEHS.94.109 Multiple Employment Training Programs
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4TPA RD Summer Youth Employment and Training Program (Native American): funding included m
ITPA lIE Replar) program total.

ITPA Defense Conversion Adjustment Program: funds allocated in 1991 used to support programs in
out years until funding is depleted.

1TPA Defense Diversification: funds allocated in 1993 used to support programs in out years until
funding is depleted.

`JTPA Clean Air Employment Transition Assistance: r funds were appropriated for the Clean Air Act
in fiscal year 1994.

'Youth Fair Chance and One Stop Career Centers: Jew programs itt 1994.

`Federal Employment for Disadvantaged Youth-Swarnen program coordinated by Office of Personnel
Management but carried out by numerous federal agencies. Obligation' devoted to administration not
separately identifiable.

'Selected Reserve Educational Assistance Program: funding included in All-Volunteer Force Educational
Assists= total.

'Hostage Relief Act Program: replaced by the Omnibus Diplomatic Security and Anti-Terrorist Act of
1916. No prow= funding used in thy yew. but available.

'Vocational and Educational Counselieg for Servizemembers and Veterans: program funds included in
other veterans programs, such as the All-Volunsta Face Educational Assistince Program.

21 GAOMHEFIS44400 PAM* Employansth Trailing Programs
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APPENDIX III APPENDIX III

NUMBER OF EMPLOYMENT TRAINING PROGRAMS. AGENCIES.
AND PROPOSED FISCAL YEAR 1994 FUNDING

BY TARGET GROUP

Target group Programs Agencies

Fiscal year 1994
proposed funding

(in millions)

Veterans 18 4 $ 1,584.4

Youth 16 5 4,047.8

Native Americans 10 4 114.0

Economically disadvantaged 9 5 2,661.6

Dislocated workers 9 3 855.5

Homeless 6 4 244.8

Women/minorities 6 3
.

89.8

Migrant 5 2 92.6

Older workers 4 2 568.2

Refugee 4 I 946.8

Programs not classified 67 9 13,632.2

Total 154 14 $ 24,837.7

'Programs not classified include those that (1) do not target any specific group, such as the Employment
Service and direct financial aid programs, and (2) target geographic areas rather than populations or
other miscellaneous programs, such as Labor's Federal Bonding program, which provides financial bonds
for or insurance to encourage employers to hire high-risk applicants, like ex-offenders or former drug
addicts.

29
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APPENDIX IV APPENDIX I%

COMPARISON OF AUTI1ORIZED EMPLOYMENT TRAINING SERVICES
BY FIVE MAIN ARE,S$ FOR NINE PROGRAMLTHAT TARGET

THE ECONOMICALLY DISADVANTAGED

Shown below are the authorized employment training services for the nine programs that target the
economically disadvantaged.' The program activities are organized recording to five main service
areas. Definitions for each of the service activities are included at the end.

Service area/
activity

JTPA
LIA' JOBS

FS
Ella

Er voc
ED EOC SLMC TOTAL

I. Couneeting/Assessment

a. Outreach X X X X 4
b. Asseument X X X X X X 6
C. Emplotability plan X X X X 4
d. Monitoring X X X X 4
e. Case management X X X X X 5
C. Post-progress review X X X X 4
g. Referral to services X X X X X 5

30

Ilse programs shown may in some instances qualify when or how a particular service may be
provided. The programs may also sometimes provide an additional service beyond the 27
activities listed here.

'Includes the rrpA BA State Education and Incentive Grants programs that authorize the same
services as the FIFA UA Adult program.

'The Family Self Sufficiency program is authorized to provide any of the same services as other
federal employment training programs, but provides no additional funds to offer the services.
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Service area/
activity

JTPA
IIA1 JOBS

FS
EicT

F qs VOC
ED EOC SLMC TOTAL.

11. Hemet lial/Bask Skills

a. Adult Basic
Education (ABE)

X X X X X 5

b. English as a Second
Language (ESL)

X X X X X 5

c. High-school
equivalency (GED)

X X X X X 5

M. Vocational Skill Training

a. Classroom training X X X X X X 6

b. Employer-specific
training and
technical assistance

X X X X 4

c. On-the-Job
Training (OJT)

X X X X X 5

d. Workfare X X X 3

IV. Placement

a. Job cteation X X 2

b. Job search X X X X X 5

c. Job seirch
training

X X X X X 5

d. Job placement X X X X X 5

e. Work study X X 2 _

31
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Service area/
activity

JTPA
UV JOBS

FS
E&T

Fp VOC
ED EOC

_.
SLMC TOTAL

m

V. Support Service

a. Child cam X X X X X X 6

b. Transportation X X X X X 5

c. Life skills training X X X X X X 6

d. Medical assistance X X X 3

e. Counseling X X X X X 5

f. Needs based payments X X 2

g. Transitional child
Cite

X X X 3

h. Transitional medical
assistance

X X 2

32
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4PPESOIX VII

fLOW OF ADULT BASIC SKILLS PROGRAM RESOURCES
IN WASHINGTON STATE

%PPEM)IX II

GAO Flow of Adult Basic Skills Program
Resources in Washington
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APPENDIX VIII APPENDIX %III

Sol_mes:

'Interstate Conference of Employment Security Agencies. An ICESA Policy Paver: Building Ary
Effective Workforce Development System September 1993.
'The Job Training Partnership Act Advisory Committee to the Secretary of Labor. Working Capital:
Coordinated Human Investment Directions for the 90's October 1989.
'National Commission For Employment Policy. Background Palter on Federal Public Assistance
Programs: Coordination and Eligibility Issues, March 1991.
'National Alliance of Business, Dui !dint a Workforce Investment System For America 1992.
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APPENDIX IX APPENDIX IX

LOWER AND_UPPER AGE LIMITS FOR YOUTH PROGRAMS

Programs targeting youth vary in eligibility requirements because of differences in their lower and upper
age limits. The lower age limits ranged from 11 to 16 years of age, while upper age limits ranged from
19 to 27.
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APPENDIX X APPENDIX X
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Mr. PETERSON. I think we'll have a few questions. Do you have
enough time to

Mr. CRAWFORD. Yes, sir.
Mr. PETERSON. We can hear from Mr. Sofranac and then we'll go

to jtuestions, if that's OK
Mr. CRAWFORD. Yes.
Mr. PETERSON. Mr. Sofranac, we're pleased to have you with us

today and your statement will be made part of the record in its en-
tirety.
STATEMENT OF RODO SOFRANAC, CHAIR, NATIONAL ASSOCIA-

TION OF STATE JOB COORDINATING COUNCILS, AND CHAIR,
ARIZONA SJTCC, ACCOMPANIED BY JULIE STRAWN, STAFF
OF THE NATIONAL GOVERNOR'S ASSOCIATION
Mr. SOFRANAC. 'cliank you, Mr. Chairman and Congressman

Zeliff, and thank y, for letting me substitute for Governor Merrill
of New Hampshire, and although he had to stay in that cold weath-
er, I could have been in Phoenix in 80 degree weather.

Mr. PETERSON. You made a great choice.
Mr. SOFRANAC. My name is R,odo Sofranac, and I and my fellow

State coordinating council chairs greatly appreciate the attention
that the committee is providing to try to get a handle around the
employment and training services that our government is trying to
provide for our citizens.

I'm appearing to you today in two roles. One is to give input from
the National Governors' Association, the Governors' comments that
Governor Merrill was going to present; and also to give you the in-
formation that our chairs' association has put together.

You seem to be very familiar with the State Job Training Coordi-
nating Councils, but let me just give an overview of what we're
about. We're authorized under the Job Training Partnership Act to
be responsible for oversight, not only of JTPA, but all the other em-
ployment and training, education, policies, and programs that are
presented to the States.

The chairs themselves are mostly private sector individuals who,
like the other members of the council, are appointed by their Gov-
ernor. We wear that dual role of bringing the private sector view
to this whole myriad of programs; and also to make sure that we
maintain what the Governors' points of view are in that respect.

In 1988 the chairs from all the different States decided to get to-
gether and form an association, so that we can present our infor-
mation in a more unified view, and also take a look at what others
are doing at the Federal level with respect to employment and
training, and make comments and recommendations along that
line. So, our association has existed since 1988.

As I mentioned to you we also represent the Governors because
of our appointments. The first few comments I'm ping to make are
with respect to what you have already entered in the record, the
Governors' letter. The Governors have been really working hard
trying to bring employment and training to some kind of under-
standing and efficiency. Last year they presented the information
that you took in the record about creating a more flexible, a more
integrated work force preparation system that the States them-
selves could operate.
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At the same time we were working on our "Barriers* paper, our
"Bring Down the Barriers" peper, which I would also like to submit
into your record, that tails in with what the Governors have been
working on and what we're trying to present.

The Governors identified three major goals in the information
that they gathered, and I'll highlight them very briefly. They're in
detail in the information you have and you have them in that letter
as well.

One of them is the desire to have an integrated job training re-
forms package going on. As Mr. Crawford mentioned, the reforms
are beginning to take shape, but they still seem to be somewhat
fragmented, and the fear may be that you're going to have a lot of
adjustments here or there, but you still don't have a totally inte-
grated system being presented that bothas you mentionedthe
taxpayers and the customers would like to see happen.

The second point is that the Governors would like to maintain
soree State flexibility in this area. We believe we're the ones that
can deliver the product to the customer, so we would like Congress,
as they work through these adjustments to allow the Governors
and allow the States to have that flexibility to make those adjust-
ments at the State and local level.

And the third one is that the Governors would really like to see
a streamlined Federal work force program being developed, and
that the waiver authority needs to be given to the State in order
to allow that to happen. Again, as Mr. Crawford mentioned, there
are ways that you can make the progrnm more specific to the
States and to the localities and that waiver authority, the Gov-
ernor's right to seek precedent, in order to allow that to happen.

With respect to our hats as the Governors' representatives, the
National Governors' Association, and the Governors themselves, as
well as the State chairs association has been working with the De-
partment of Labor in development of the Reemployment Act. We've
made a number of comments and we're going to continue to make
these as that act unfolds. We appreciate the opportunity to partici-
pate and we're going to continue to exercise that opportunity.

Now, when we put the private sector hat back on againand
maybe it's just turning the two-brimmed hat around, rather than
two separate hatsrd like to address some of the things that our
chairs association has been working on in trying to address work
force issues here.

We have always seen our mission, from the inception of JTPA
and the State Job Training Coordinating Councils to really be
threefold. One is that we are responsible to provide oversight for
all of those programs that we've mentioned specifically iffPA, but
all these ancillary ones as well.

The second one is that we're charged with making policy rec-
ommendations to the Governor of how those programs need to be
manifested in each State.

And the third one is that *7e're also responsible for insuring co-
ordination and linkage among all of these lines that are being
drawn here. As you said, with all those lines, we're responsible to
maintain that coordinadon linkage. Well, taking those responsibil-
ities seriously we realized a little over 2 years ago, as JWA was
moving into its 10th anniversary, that we too are not satisfied with
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the effectiveness and efficiency of employment and training pro-
grams that we're responsible to provide this oversight to.

So we began the process of trying to articulate what we would
like to see. And, I think the theme rd like to tell you in our process
is that we saw the lemons, but we said we are ready, we recognize
and we're willing to accept our responsibilities in trying to get
those lemons squeazed into lemonade. Give us the opportunity to
do that, that we will nap to the Wile and do it.

So, what we have done in putting together the "Barriers' papers,
again with our three major missions in mind, we have triecl to in
a very brief fashion, in- a kind of a framework identify what the
problems are. But then, again, because we take our roles very seri-
ously, to go beyond just identification of the problems, that we have
also tried ta outline a framework for the solutions. And because,
again, our role is to coordinate and link that we have worked very
hard to make sure that a number of our partners are involved in
this entire process.

So in our preparation of the "Barriers* paper we have 12 to 15
other organizations that are also interested in employment and
training, participate in this whole process. The result was we made
four program recommendations within the "Barriers" paper. Since
I've entered it into the record, I'll save the time and not go into de-
tail into those four aspects, but we made four program rec-
ommendations and also three systems recommendations, that ad-
dress what we think can be a framework at the national level, the
State level, and the local level in order to make these programs
much more effective and efficient.

What Fd also like to say to you at this time, is what we've been
telling a lot of folks, is we understand what the GAO and a number
of others have done. We appreciate the GAO's work, that they've
tried to identify some of the problem areas. We've also tried to lis-
ten to the Commission on Skills in American Work Force, the Na-
tional Commission for Employment Policy, the National Governors'
Association, there are an awful lot of people singing hymns. We'd
like to get this hymn book put together, though.

We realize that the "Barriers");laper, first of all, is only the be-
ginning; it's certainly not the enii. Our winter meeting just con-
cluded yesterday. That's one of the reasons I was able to be here
with you todayand we have pledged, out of that winter meeting,
to take this to the next step. We will continue the process, again
working with all of our partners that are interested in working
with us, and take what the "Barriers" paper outlined, take it to the
next step and try to identify, exactly what is this country's strategic
plan for work force development.

The three elements that we see need to be therethey're very
similar to yours, Mr. Crawfordis first of all, coming from the pri-
vate sector, that we believe that the employer and employee are
our customers. When you have so many programs with so many
well-intentioned irtzrests, we seem to lose focus of who, really, our
customer is. So, as we work through this process and as we invite
our partners to continue to participate, we're going to identify, and
keep the focus on that it is the employer anal the employee that
we're trying to match, that that's what the purptse of the program
is.
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The second aswt we want to maintain through this process is
to identify the financial and human resources that can bring the
-needed support as we develop a national strategy on work force de-
velopment.

And the third one is that we design a system, not just a number
of different programs or altered programs, but really a system that
says this is what we intend to do about work force development in
this country. We believe the work force, its abilities and cipabili-
ties is one of, if not t,he most important, aspect of determining our
economic future for this country.

We understand, recognize, and accept our responsibilities in this
process; we appreciate die opportunity we've had to participate now
and we want to let you know that we will continue to live our re-

. sponsibilities and be available to you to make se that these pro-
grams turn into a system that's good for the working American.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Sofranac followsa
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Mr. PETERSON. Thank you. We'll, without objection, include that
report in the record. I appreciate you staying an extra couple days
to be with us. You could have brought some of that sunshine from
Phoenix with you.

Mr. Crawford, have you talked to Secretary Reich or anybody in
his immediate circle about this report or work that you've done? At
that level have you talked to anybody specifically, or sat down with
them?

Mr. CaAwRoRD. We have not in detail talked about this work. We
have had some conversationa discussion with the Secretary with-
in the last couple of months where we talked about a lot of the
work that we had underway. And he expressed an interest in what
we were doing and a willingness to meet periodically to talk about
the werk. We had hoped to meet with Assistant Secretary Ross this
week, but I believe he was ill, so he was unable to meet with us.

We have had dialog, however, at the staff level throughout the
Department of Labor. They contact us quite frequently for informa-
tion about programs and the jobs that we're working on. And we
will sometimes contact them and seek clarification and understand-
ing of the programs and the issues.

Mr. PETERSON. Are you going to meet with Mr. Ross sometime
in the next

Mr. CRAWFORD. I believe the meeting has been rescheduled for
sometime next week, we hope to meet with him then. We've also
had a couple of rneeengs with the inspector general, and we try to
do that semianirially, as well.

Mr. PETEasoN. So do you get the sense that they're listening to
you, or are they kind oftheir position is, "Well, we're going io
start with this one thing and"or haven't you been able to get an
assessment of where they're at?

Mr. CRAWFORD. No, we really haven't gotten an assessment in
terms of the overall need for reform and whether their efforts with
the dislocated worker program represent the first of that. I think
they've been concentrating on the dislocated worker programs. And
that's what we hope to discuss with Assistant Secretary Ross when
we meet with him.

Mr. PETERSON. Well, we'd be interested in knowing how those
meetings go.

Mr. CRAWFORD. Certainly.
Mr. PETERSON.. How about the other committees with jurisdiction

over these issues; have you had discussions with them?
Mr. CRAWFORD. We've had ongoing discussions with several com-

mittees. They have requested work in the past. We had a discus-
sion yesterday with Senator Simon's staff. He's preparing a hearing
for next week and he wants to talk about many of the same issues.
On the House side we've had some discussions with staff on the
House Education and Labor Committee as well.

And we also have, as you know, this study that we're completing
for you, which also has corequeators from Senate Appropriations.

Mr. PFTERSON. I think I am persuaded that to some extent we've
created this problem ourselves by all these different committees
trfing to get the problem or issue resolved with some new program.

VThat I'm trying to get at is if there is anywellt maybe you
can't answer this, but do you think that there is anything that's ac-
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tually happening between all these committees in Congress and the
administration that's going to take a comprehensive look, or are we
off on just this track that we're going to try to get these six pro-
grams together and then after we get that done we're going to
do you have any sense that there is any strategic plan out therethat is

Mr. CRAWFORD. I think there is a recognition that there is a
problem. In terms of a comprehensive plan, I'm not sure that one
has been formulated. I think that matters of budget have caused
people to look at the programs and come back and revisit them. I
think the welfare reform debate is causing people to look at pro-
grams for the disadvantaged; and obviously, with the NAFTA pas-
sage, has helped to highlight programs for the dislocated workers.

Mr. PETERSON. In your report you said that coordination efforts
at the State and local level can increase administrative costs and
can often prove not to be all that successful. And you're arguing
that the States ought to have more flexibility and these statements
seem to be somewhat in conflict,. or don't you think they are?

Mr. CRAWFORD. Not necessarily. We thmk that
Mr. PETERSON. Are we causing those problems for the State by

creating these kind of charts here?
Mr. CRAWFORD. When we have the 14 departments and 35 agen-

cies, the States are then forced to try to rationalize within the con-
straints of the current system. Perhaps if we had fewer programs
there would be less of a need for the States to have the various co-
ordination committees.

Let me just have Mr. Rogers talk a little bit about the overlap
and the cost.

Mr. ROGERS. In terms of rour question concerning administrative
costs and the cost of coordination, we believe that if the program
is run independently and there was no coordination that would

iprobably be the most nefficient Ind ineffective way of doing it. The
coordination that takes place at the State level improves the proc-
ess. What we're suggesting is that you could improve it even mere
by reducing the number of programs at the Federal leyel so that
the State coordinating activities can focus more attention to the de-
livery of services and coordinating that aspect of it as opposed to
coordinating the administrative processes.

Many of the studies that are being done now try to determine
whether programs can work together. There are demonstration
projects that cost into the millions of dollars just tryingto deter-
mine whether or not two programs can be compatible. Those are
the kinds of additional administrative costs related to attempts to
coordinate.

If those programs were consolidated then there wouldn't be a
need for the demonstration projects to determine whether they
could work together.

Mr. PETERSON. Have you seen this legislation that's being pro-
posed?

It's not finalized yet. As I understand it's kind of a moving target
after something

Mr. CRAWFORD. We've seen the draft, the early February draft.
Mr. PETERSON. As I understand it, it only focuses in on these six

programs; right?
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Mr. CRAWFORD. As best we can tell it's the six programs. The
only piece of it that may impact other programs is that the one-
stop career centers which seems to have sort of a universal applica-
tion that other programs could use these centers, but it's not clear.

Mr. PETERSON. But you're unaware of there being anythingI
mean other than just an awareness that we've got these 150 pro-
grams and we should do something about it, you're not aware of
there being any specific plan that anybody is putting together to
try to do what you'ixt suggesting?

Mr. CRAWFORD. That's correct.
Mr. PETERSON. Other than this one that they're coming up with?Mr. CRAWFORD. That's correct.
Mr. PETERSON. You say that simplicity is one of the things that

you want to do. You were talking about this one-stop shopping cen-
ter, does this mean that you recommend that they unify the loca-
tions for all of the services or are you talking about having some
kind of electronic linkage? In other words, are you going to put
them all in one place or are you going to just try to establish some
way so they can all talk to each other?

Mr. CRAWFORD. I think you can achieve the simplicity principle
in a number of ways. One is if you had fewer programs you would
have fewer locations. And if you built the programs around, let's
say, target poprlations within a community you would have a spec-
ified number of programs or locations for people let's say that were
in need of assistance who were economically disadvantaged or for
the dislocated workers.

You can also, as are some of the States look at various innovative
measures. I believe the State of New York has a computer system
that allows you to access the system from a number of different re-
mote locations. There are other States that are tryingPennsylva-
nia, I believe, had a one-stop center that they're experimenting
with where they are trying to bring under one roof and one center
coordination the jobs program from Health and Human Services
and the JTPA program, or at least a portion of that. So, States are
trying to do that and I think you can achieve that, as well.

If you just have fewer players and fewer programs, I think it just.
makes it a lot easier to accomplish.

Mr. PETERSON. So that whatever you do is not going to probably
work unless you get some of these programs collapsed down so they
can figure out how to manage them?

Mr. CRAWFORD. That's correct.
Mr. PETERSON. Just creating this new one stop, in your opinion,won't solve the.
Mr. CRAWFORD. No, it won't necessarily solve it. It could be an-

othe.. program.
Mr. PETERSON. On the question of accountability you're measur-

ing these programswhen we had this hearing on the Trade Ad-
justment Act it says that the program, even though it's been in op-
eration for 19 years, lacked information about its impact on those
that it was designed to help.

Today you said in your testimony that some programs cannot
readily track participant progress across programs and sometimes
within programs. And then you stated that Federal oversight con-
sists primarily of broad policy guidance, limited technical assist-
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ance, and a minimal scrutiny of program implementation and oper-
ation. Does this lack of information exist across all of these 150
programs? Is it kind of universal that we don't have this basic in-
formationdo these criticisms apply to pretty much everything?

Mr. CRAWFOIW. Mr. Chairman, we're preparing a report now,
that we hope to have released shortly, that will provide more detail
on that topic. We'll have more information to provide to you in the
future.

Mr. PETERSON. Mr. Sofranac, you're trying to get all these hymn
singers to sing from the same hymnal. Do you think there isin
your opinion from the National Governors Association is there
something going on that is going to get at this in a comprehensive
way that you're aware of?

Mr. SOFRANAC. We think there are some steps being taken, but
obviously when we say we'd like to lead the charge to bring some
type of strategic planning process to the whole area, it's not be-
cause we think we're necessarily the smartest or have all the
information

Mr. PETERSON. Do you feel like there is an avenue for you to
bring that charge?

Mr. SOFRANAC. We certainly believe there is.
Mr. PETERSON. What is it?
Mr. SOFRANAC. Since last year when we started distributing the

Barriers paper we visited with a lot of partners. We've continued
to present it to Congress, had congressional representatives come
to our mecings, worked with these various associations, worked
with the administrative entities at each State, the liaisons group
who you're going to hear from a little later and everybody is saying
they need this. The GAO is

Mr. PETERSON. I understand that. I sit here and I have to tell
you that it's hard for me to understand how this is going to hap-
pen. I mean, I thinlE everybody kind of wants it to happen, but it's
unclear to me what it is that's going to make this happen. I doubt
that we're going to be able to make this happen.

Mr. SOFRANAC. Right.
Mr. PETERSON. And I don't know if maybe you have some strat-

egy, or all these people who have been meeting, have some strategy
that I'm not aware of.

Mr. SOFRANAC. Pardon my naivete to all this process, but last
year as we went around and presented this thing I was surprised
how well we were received and how unique it seemed to be that
we were inviting so many people to come and talk together, to come
to the same table.

And because it was so well received, by not only the partners,
but the congressional and administration representatives, we
thought, "Well, let's keep it going," because obviously nobody else
is going to just step up and say, "Let's bring all these groups to-
gether."

It may have been naive on my part to think that that was ever
going to happen. But now I've accepted the fact that it hasn't hap-
pened to that degree and our chairs association says, that we are
willing to be that conduit, not that we know it all, but to be that
conduit and bring them together.
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We outlined some things at yesterday's meeting that we want to
present -to -the National Coniinission for Employment Policy. and
some others that takes this to the next step on how we think we
can bring some more groups together to start to outline a national
strategy.

Mr. PETERSON. Are you making this available to the appropriate
people in the administration, to all different committees that are
involved in this?

Mr. SOFRANAC. As much as we have this, we certainly will do
that as well. We've just begun that process. But we've tried to dis-
tribute this to as many people as possible.

And, as I said, we've met with administration and congressional
representation to do that.

Mr. PETERSON. What has been the response to your Governors'
letter to the President?

Mr. SOFRANAC. Just a couple of days ago the President did re-
spond back that he was in concurrence with the information that
the Governors had presented and that, in fact, has assigned a task
force and leadership in order to start bringing some of that infor-
mation together as well.

Mr. PETERSON. So, he has a task force that he's set up?
Mr. SOFRANAC. Well, not specifically a task force. Can I refer

that to M. Strewn?
Ms. STRAWN. He responded in the letter just resterday, actually,

that Carol Rasco was heading up an inner cabinet group on inte-
grated job training.

Mr. -PETERSON. And are all of these people that are on this here
included in this?

Ms. STRAWN. So far we don't have any more information than
that.

Mr. PETERSON. So, all we know is that there is going to be a task
force?

Ms. STRAWN. That's right.
Mr. PETERSON. And Carol Rasco is going to be the head of it?
Ms. STRAWN. Yes.
Mr. PETERSON. Well, that's some progress anyway. We'll have to

track that. How does your group view this Reemployment Act and
the one-stop shopping centers? Do you think that that meets your
recommendations?

Mr. ROGERS. Not totally. Again, we think it's a step, as Mr.
Crawford mentioned too, but there is a number of areas that we
think it is not comprehensive enough as it tries to bring various
programs together.

You mentioned the fact that we too believe that there ought to
be some consolidation. When we say the States need to maintain
that flexibility--there may be different things within the different
States that need to be consolidated. It's not the same program for
each State. There may be ways to consolidate some things.

The one-stop aspect we still have some concern over. It seems to
be viewed as if it's bricks and mortar, that you need to put every-
tioliniin a building. The availability of technology that you referred

ere are tremendous efforts made in individual States on how
you can bring technology into play that creates that one stop with-
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out even making a bricks and mortar place where people have to
line uplii ordet gerservice.

And the other element that we have somenot necessarilycon-
cern, but we want to maintain our input, is the role that private
sector needs to play in that. We need to taka responsibility for
some of the things. For us to try to continue to shift everything to
Congressthere just isn't enough money to o all that. 'We need
to havewe think there needs to be better articulation on the role
the private setor plays in whole process, and that we're willing to
play that role.

Mr. PETERSON. In your attachments to your publication, "Bring-
ing Down the Barriers," I noticed there were quite a few endorse-
ments of it.

Mr. SOFRANAC. Right.
Mr. PETERSON. But I also know there are some objections, espe-

cially from the National Association of State Councils on Vocational
Education.

Mr. SOFRANAC. Right.
Mr. PETERSON. Do you know whether that group has reconsid-

ered its opposition or have they presented some alternative or
what's going on there?

Mr. SOFRANAC. Let me answer those in reverse. We have not
heard of another alternative. What we chose to do, and we took the
risk in doing it, and we promised all that would respond that we
would print it as they responded because we felt, as we discussed,
and as we presented it, that there was 80 to 90 percent agreement
in virtually all the issuesso, we thought why let that 10 or 20
percent stop us from making progress like it has before when there
is so much agreement.

There is clearly some concern between vocational education, gen-
eral education, and job training about turf protection. But, you
know, the customer is tired of that and is not willing to sit and lis-
ten to turf protection much longer. So, we said we're going to plow
ahead and everybody is welcome to respond and lees hope that we
can ameliorate that 20 to 10 percent of disagreement and still have
a good program.

?dr. PETERSON. SO, you haven't got them on board yet, in other
words?

Mr. SOFRANAC. Well, we've got a section of it on board but not
totally convinced in all that area, no.

Mr. PETERSON. Another objection was one that came from the
Employers National Job Service Council, whatever that is, which
feared partisan influences and patronage systems if local human
investment boards were appointeil by elected officials. What is your
response to that comment?

Mr. SOFRANAC. Well, I think again, each locality needs to identify
what is their best local work force investment board, so to speak.
ENJSC thought it was a job services group, NAPIC throughout it
was their group, National Association of Private Industry Council
what we had said is we don't want to dictate to the locality as the
Stee overseer but we want to see those two together and come to
some resolution so you can create one.
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Mr. PICIZRSON. Mr. Shays, do you have any 'questions? Welcome
-Congressman-Shaystrom- Connecticut-If you have any-statement
we will include it in the record.

Mr. SHAYS. Thank you. I have no statement to introduce. I wel-
come the gentlemen here and in the next panel that will follow.
The Budget Committee is going to be meeting at 1 o'clock today
and we will be taking a number of the various jobs programs and
consolidating them into seven programs and looting to save some
money in the process.

I'm struck by the fact that GAO has done a really good job of doc-
umenting the problem, but has not really came forth with very spe-
cific solutions to problems. Is that because GAO views this more as
a policy issue?

1Kr. CRAWFORD. We view it as a policy issue. We feel that there
should be fewer programs and feel that that's for the Congress then
to decided exactly how many programs, what groups would be
served and the services, and the array of services.

Mr. Slum. The only successful programs that I've really encoun-
tered, end I know there are some, but when you're spending $25
billion you like to think there are some of the private industry
council programs. There are young welfare moms who have been
given some good training and have been not only trained for a job
but actually ushered through the process and called up every morn-
ing to make sure they have gotten up on time and have been
helped to realize how important it is to be timely and so on. So,
I know there are some.

But I really appreciate, Mr. Chairman, your conducting these
hearing's because I believe we focus attention on a lot of programs
and talk about the waste and welfare and so on, but this area I
think has been insulated. As a Member of CongressI'll get to my
questionas a Member of Congress I sometimes will get people
who will argue for certain _programs like LIHEAP. It's very signifi-
cant in New England, and I don't mean 4. say it's not important
to recipients, but the people who see me first are the utilities and
they're the people who handle the program. It tells me we have a
lot of people that have vested interests, which you document in
your report.

Of the 154 programs and $25 billion how much of it do I isolate
out as Pell grants and student loans and so on?

Mr. NILSEN. There is some information in the appendix.
Mr. CRAWFORD. We need to take just a minute.
Mr. SHAYS. That's fine.
Mr. NILSEN. In appendix 2 on page 21 of the statemei."..
Mr. SHAYS. Which page of the statement?
Mr. NiusEN. Page 21 of the statement, appendix 2, you'll see the

60 or so odd programs for the Department ofit's actually page 22.
Mr. SHAYS. It starts on
Mr. NIISEN. Page 22 is the information on Pell grants and guar-

anteed student loans. It comes to about $8 billion. This is the por-
tion of those programs that goes toward technical training, not to-
ward "mccalaureate degree programs.

Mr. SHAYS. So, the vocational schools and so on
Mr. NILSEN. That would be in this figure.
Mr. SHAYS. How much would be under the bacci 'F..areate?
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Mr. Namur. Offhand I don't know.
---Mr;--Rocaas. This is only about a quarter.

Mr. CRAWFORD. It's about a quarter, we believe.
Mr. SHAYS. What rm trying to isolatethe bottom line to my

question is how much dollars are we talking about for the pro-
grams that actually try to educate someone and marshal them
through and hopefully at the end there is a job waiting for them?
Of the 925 billion how much of that is that kind of program?

Mr. MANN. In terms of a direct service program?
Mr. SHAYS. Yes.
Mr. Nnars. I don't think we have it broken how that way.
Mr. SHAYS. How come, just offhand? Why wouldn't we break it

out that way?
Mr. NILSEN. One of the things that we were trying to do with

this is illustrate that there are a number of ways that the Federal
Government provides job training assistance, employment training
assistance to people and not just say, OK, let's just look at the pro-
grams that deiiver senices tbfi way.

And part of what we've be documenting is the problem that
this is not viewed as a system. And as we were talking before,
we're looking Aght now re.. reforming the dislocated worker pro-
grams, but wo don't know whaes happening to the rest of the sys-
tem. And as the gentleman speaking for lgGA said, there is no
overall structure right now identified with how these are all fitting
together.

Mr. CRAWFORD. We will be happy to provide that information for
you.

Mr. SHAYS. But isn't it kind of instructive that that question
can't be easily answered? That in itself is a lesson to me. I mean
it's fascinating when you think about it.

Mr. CRAWFORD. We can look at that, Congressman, and see if
there is something we can provide. We're not sure that information
is readily available.

Mr. Prwasort. I think it would be an interesting way to take a
if you could isolate--

/dr. SHAYS. I have a sense thatyes, sir.
Mr. PMRSON. Go ahead.
Mr. Roma& I just wanted to say thatone of the things that we

have done is adjust some of the funding levels, as a matter of fact
there is a footnote attached to the table, in some instances where
the information was available we have isolated, in a sense, that
portion of the program that went to providing employment training
assistance for adults and out of school youth. In other instances we
were not able to isolatethe program people could not provide us
the information necessary.

Mr. SHAYS. My sense isand correct me if I'm wrongthat the
committee is getting into this and this will not be the last hearing
we will have on this issue.

Mr. PwrgasoN. We're going to continue, right.
Mr. Sims. Because we're talking about an extraordinarily large

sum of muney and as Congressmen and Congresswomen we come
in contact with people who have gone through programs with no
jobs available at the end.
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I'm just struck with the fact that there may be more than 154
_programs?_There may be-some programs you-haven't identified?

Mr. CRAWFORD. It's possible.
Mr. SHAYS. When I got into investigating HUD I was amazed

that the Agriculture Department also had a housing programI
guess I shouldn't have been. This is also a reflection of what com-
mittees have jurisdiction and what departments have jurisdiction
and so on.

I'm just going to consider today that you're serving the ball to us
and that the ball is in our court. But we're getting back to you
I would like to have you divide up the kinds of outright grants to
students, separating all of them in the various departments and
the kind of programs where we have a large administrative cost
and bureaucracy.

I would like to commit to taking an active roleI hope our report
can recommend ways to consolidate. In other words, you're not
making those policy decisions, but it would be helpful if we had
some recommendations.

It would be interestinghave you tried to articulate how you can
categorize each of these programs in a way that we can make sense
out of it?

Mr. CRAWFORD. What we had tried to do along those lines was
to, in developing the principles, recognizing that there would be a
number of different ways that the Congress may wish to pursueconsolidation

Mr. SHAYS. Right.
Mr. CRAWFORD. What we tried to do there is to identify or distill

the number of things that we have heard from other people, re-
searchers, and from our own work, into the four principles about
simplicity.

As you look at, and you're grappling in the budget committee,
with trying to consolidate programs, look at the issues offor ex-
ample it would be simplicityin creating this consolidation will it
be easier for administrators and clients to find? Will we have fewer
administrative structures as a result of the consolidation, those
kinds of things?

Mr. SHAYS. OK, but I'm just trying to think of ways that we
and maybe Mr. Sofranacis that how you say your name?

Mr. SOFRANAC. Yes.
Mr. SHAYS. Maybe you could be helpful in this regard as well in

terms of just trying to find the different ways we categorize, forget
committees in this place, what's the logical way to deal with it? I
would like to make a request, I don't usually do this at a public
hexing, but I would like it very much ifyou would come and meet
my staff.

I would like to commit that we will take this on as a project be-
cause I see tremendous opportunities.

Let me make one more point to youjust in terms of veterans'
programs, we have a larger veterans' program out of the Labor De-
partment then we have out of the Department of Veterans Affairs
in Connecticut? We have 26 people out there and they don't even
communicate with each other? 'They work for different bosses?
They have no interaction?
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I think that this committee could probably find ways to save bil-
lions of dollars but more importantly provide a service, ultimately,
that's better.

Mr. Qum mu). One other thought, Congressman. As you scrap-
ple with how to rationalize the system you may want to look at
doing it along target populations, that might be a way too; as you
look at that in budget.

We would be happy to meet with your staff, provide whatever as-
sistance we can.

Mr. PETERSON. I don't know if you were here when I was focus-
ing kind of on the same thing. It's unclear to me how this is going
to happen. I think to some extent it's failure of the structure of this
place. In our State legislature in Minnesota I was on the Govern-
ment Operations Committee, we had total authority to reorganize
departments. That was the main function of our committee.

The problem with this structure here is we don't have that au-
thority and nobody really does. It's kind of dispersed all throughout
appropriations, authorizing committees, all over the place. There is
no structure to bring a force to bear to try to reorganize this stuff.
So, it never happens. Maybe we could just take the ball and run
with it and force people even thou& we don't have the jurisdiction.

Mr. SHAYS. I think we have the one ability to reach out to all
these programs with jurisdiction and write a report that documents
the kind of savings that we think we can achieve, and if we im-
prove the programs we can have some force.

Mr. PETERSON. WS t.00 bad that our committee doesn't have the
legislative jurisdiction to do this. I think we can get at a lot of
these problems. That's what we used to do in our State legislature.
And in this committee to reform the Congress I don't think that
even came up, which it probably should have. Thaes probably our
fault that we didn't bring it up.

We have to go over and vote. We'll let you go. We're going to
have another panel. The next panel we'll call after we return from
this vote.

Again, thank you very much for being with us. We'll stay in
touch and we'll see if we can get somethmg going here and try to
get some overall focus to things. We appreciate the work you're
doing and look forward to keeping up with it.

Mr. SOFRANAC. Thank you.
Mr. CRAWFORD. Thank you.
Mr. PETERSON. The subcommittee will stand in recess until we

get back from the vote.
[Recess taken.]
Mr. PETERSON. We're going_ to come back to order. We next have

Mr. Darrell Minott from the State of Delaware. He is the Secretary
of Labor. He has some entertainment for us here. This being an in-
vestigative hearing we swear in all witnesses so as to not prejudice
anybody. So, if you don't mind being sworn in.

[Witness sworn.]
Mr. PETERSON. Thank you. Mr. Minott, we'll have you go first.

We appreciate your coming down and spending some time with us.
Hopefully you won't have as much of a maze as Massachusetts.

Mr. MINoTr. Definitely not. In fact, we think we have the solu-
tion.
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Mr. PETERSON. Good, that's what we need, some solutions. We
have enough problems.

Mr. Mew'rr. For the record my name is Darrell Minoti, cabinet
secretary for the Delaware Department of Labor under the admin-
istration of the Honorable Thomas R. Carper, who not too long ago
was a colleague of yours.

Mr. Sims. A good friend.
Mr. PETERSON. His locker was next to mine in the gym. We miss

him.

STATEMENT OF DARRELL MINOIT, SECRETARY OF IABOR,
STATE OF DELAWARE, ACCOMPANIED BY BOB CLARKIN,
MANAGER, PLANNING AND POLICY, EMPLOYMENT AND
TRAINING DIVISION; AND MIKE HOJNICKL INFORMATION
SYSTEMS SUPPORT SPECIALIST
Mr. MmTorr. I would like to introduce Bob Clarkin, who is my

manager of planninuand policy for the division of employment and
training, and Mike Hojnicki at the computer terminal who is my
information systems support specialist

I appreciate the opportunity to talk to you today about your in-
terest in creating a more coroprehensive and customer oriented na-
tional employment and training system.

I believe that the most important step which can be taken to-
ward developing a more comprehensive system involves utilizing
automated mformationsystems, which tie together numerous data
bases covering the myriad of Federal, State, local employment, and
training programs and services.

Why? Because what our clients want the most is easy access to
information. One of my clients in Delaware recently summed it up
quite nicely when she stated: "I wish that the first person who
picked up the phone or saw me could answer my question or solve
my problem."

Quite frankly, her frustration stung me, because we attempt to
be very customer oriented in Delaware. We're a small State.

Our Labor Department's concept of one-stop shopping involves
more than simply colocating staff of different divisions. It also in-
volves the strategic use of region III's automated job search system,
which we have placed on kiosks and PC's and located in schools,
community centers, and at companies facing massive layoffs.

However, our customers want more. They want easy access to in-
formation covering the gambit of programs and services that we ad-
minister. As a result, we are now developing an expanded auto-
mated information system which can inform a client about: Job va-
cancies; occupational data covering career opportunities, earning
potential and skill requirements; and education and training pro-
grams, including eligibility requirements.

In addition, it will provide mformation on support services such
as child care, elder care, scholarship opportunities, substance abuse
counseling, and transportation options.

We have a prototype of this system which we are prepared to
demonstrate toorlay.

Through the wide use of kiosks, we will service more clients, as
well as a wider variety of clientsdislocated workers, welfare re-
cipients, and school-to-work participants, for example. This system
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will also relieve those caseworkers and managers who are currently
providing the services from basic administrative tasks and free
them to provide more intensive services to our clients.

In summary, I believe that in order to create a more comprehen-
sive and customer-oriented employment and training system this
Nation must embrace automated information systems such as
ALEXIS.

With the chairman's permission, we would now like to dem-
onstrate the system.

Ube prepared statement of Mr. Minott followsl
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Thank you Hr. Chairman and other distinguished members of
the Subcommittee. 7 appreciate the opportunity to talk to you
today about your interest in creating a more comprehensive and
customer-oriented national employment and training system.

/ believe that the sost important step which can be taken
toward developing a more comprehensive employment and training
system involves utilizing automated information systems which tie
together numerous databases covering the myriad of federal, state
and local employment and training programs and services.

Why? Because what our clients want the most is easy access
to information. One of my clients in Delaware recently summed it
up quite nicely when she stated: "I wish that the first person
who saw me or answered the phone could answer my question or
solve my problem".

Her frustration stung no, because we attempt to be very
customer-oriented.

Our Labor Department's concept of "one-stop shopping"
involves more than simply co-locating staff of different
divisions. It also involves the strategic use of Region III's
automated job search system, which we have placed on kiosks and
PC's and located in schools, community centers and at companies
facing massive layoffs.

However, our customers want more. They want easy access to
information covering the gambit of programs and services we
administer. As a result, we are now developing an expanded
automated information system which can inform a client about:
1) job vacancies; 2) occupational data covering career
opportunities, earning potential and skill requirements; and
3) education and job training programs, including eligibility
requirements. In addition, it will provide information on
support services such as child care, elder care, scholarship
opportunities, substance-abuse counseling, and transportation
options.
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We have a.prototype of this system which we are prepared to
demonstrate today.

Through the use of kiosks, we will serve more clients, as
well as a wider variety of clients -- dislocated workers, welfare
recipients, and school-to-work participants, for example. This
system will also relieve those caseworkers and managers who are
currently providing the services from basic administrative tasks
and free them to provide more intensive services to our clients.

In summary, I believe that in order to create a more
comprehensive and customer-oriented employment and training
system this nation must embrace automated information systems
such as ALEXIS.

With the Chairman's permission, we would now like to
demonstrate the system.

DIMOUTRATION [Note: Materials are attached]
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Delaware Department of Labor Staff present:

The Honorable Darrell J. Minott
Secretary of Labor (302) 577-2710

Robert J. Clarkin
Manager of Planning & Policy
Division of Employment & Training

Janis P. McCullough
Associate Director
Delaware Occupational Coordinating Committea

Deborah Wiggin Neff ,

Executive Assistant to the Secretary

Michael W. Hojnicki
Information Systems Support Specialist
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Mr. CLARKIN. Thank you Mr. Chairman, Congressman Shays. I
would like to demonstrate this morning a prototype of the system
that we call ALEXIS. And as Secretaryidinott stated this is an en-
hancement on the region III's ALEX system.

The ALEX system was developed about 3 or 4 Nears ago and pro-
vidls the public with computerised access to job-order information.
Our ALEXIS system will integrate in with the job orders informa-
tion on educational opportunities, training opportunities, labor
market conditions, occupational titles and descriptions ofjobs along
with related social services human resources that are available in
the community to assist people as they go throughout training and
they search for jobs.

A,gain, this is a prototype of the system. This isn't a working sys-
tem. We developed this just to demonstrate the functionality of a
system that allows us to get into various data bases and to use
crosswalks to move from one data base to the other data base.

I would like us all to kind of dream for a second that we are an
unemployed automobile line assembler. We've been out of work
now for about 3 months. We worked on a line that was automated
and we have a little knowledge of computers and we're very inter-
ested in computers. We've been looking for a job as an auto assem-
bler now for about 3 months and haven't found one.

In order to start our job search in the system you would simply
touch or click on the job search icon. This will bring up information
that is similar to what's in our ALEX system. It allows the job
seeker to search through a data base ofjob openings that's updated
on a daily basis.

In the system that we hope to develop you'll be able to search
on a job title, a job code, a location of a job in your own city, in
your own county, in your State, in another State, in the region or
anywhere in the whole United States.

It will also let you do searches on salary, on education, and on
experience required, or the experience that you have.

I do my job search. I'm an automobile assembler. I don't find a
job for an automobile assembler, however, I do see a job for a com-
puter programmer. And to get information on that job I click on
computer programmer and I touch the information icon asking for
information on that job.

This brings me quickly to a job information screen which is the
type of information that Delaware and a lot of States now have in
their automated job search systems similar to ALEX It gives you
the ,job title, the salary, the education requirements, a description
of the job provided by the employer.

Where most of the systems out there step is at this screen. They
don't allow you to jump from this screen over to othor related infor-
mation. Being this unemployed automobile assemblerI want to
become a computer programmer but I notice that I have to have
14 years of education to get this job. I only have 12 years of edu-
cation. I'm trying to decide how can I get training or education in
order to enter that job.

I can simply come down to the training and education icon, ei-
ther touch that or click on that, and through nationally maintained
crosswalks that the National Occupational Information Coordinat-
ing Committee maintains our system takes the job code, turns it
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through a crosswalk into education and training codes and brings
up the training in Delaware that's related to the job I'm looking
for.

So, this screen will show me training opportunities in the com-
puter programmer field. If I was interested in the training that's
available at Goldey Beacom College, which is a community college
in northern Delaware, I would click on the title and bring up the
training and education screen.

In the prototype we have limited information on the screen. !t
tells you the program title again, the name of the school, the type
of school it is, the city, the telephone number. In our real system
we're hoping to have a lot more information on the screen that will
be available.

We might have an icon where you would click and get a little his-
tory on the school, where it is, how many students are there, how
long it's been in existence.

You might click on another icon and get information on the per-
formance, how many students after 6 months of completing a
course at this college are employed? What is there average reten-
tion a year later? What is their average entry wage when they com-
plete training in this course?

You could also click on an icon and bring up financial assistance
that's available, Pell grants, JTPA funded courses and any other
assistance that is available on the tuition side.

Now that I know I want to be a computer programmer, I know
there is a school in my locality where I can get that training, I
want to know is it worthwhile for me to pursue this occupation.

I can simply come down and click on the occupational informa-
tion icon and I go out to a data base that includes information on
that occupation which will give me labor market information and
occupational information.

On this screen I can get information such as in Delaware there
is annually 129 openings in this field. There is an annual growth
rate of 48.2 percent. The average wages per week are $685. I can
get a description of what this occupation is. I can also get a de-
scription of Delaware specific entry-level hiring practices to tell me
what I have tohow do I have to prepare myself to enter into this
field. We also have a graphic representation of the growth in this
occupation from 1990 to 2005.

So, we're hoping that this systemyou can enter this system
looking for jobs that are available, looking for training that's avail-
able, looking at the types of occupations in your locality or in your
State or in another State, hopefully one day, that have the poten-
tial to grow in the future so that you're not taking training for a
job that has a negative growth rate.

Being an unemployed auto assemblerI'm also a single parent
and I have a 10-year-old daughter. And I know if I get into this
JTPA funded computer programmer course it's going to be 12
months at Goldey Beacom College I'm going to have to make day
care arrangements. So, we'll also have a data base of services that
are available in the community. I can access that data base by
touching this services icon.
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I'm interested in child care so I would come down, click on the
child care title and get more information on child care that's avail-
able in my community.

Being that this is a prototype we just tiut limited data about
services and it would tell me here that there is an organization
called child care connection that's in my town it's open Monday
through Friday 9 a.m. to 3 p.m., it has open elifibility and I can
contact that orgonization and I can relieve one o the barriers that
I have to going into training and successfully completing that train-.
ing which would be child care.

We're hoping that through funding that may become available
through the one-stop shopping initiatives that will be coming out
of Congress or through employment service automation grant,
funds that may become available shortly, that Delaware will be
able to design a national system that will allow clients and also the
workers at our offices, at the offices ofthat where welfare clients
are going in, where food stamp clients are coming into, to access
this -kind of comprehensive information, to locate all the employ-
ment and training that is available in our State for our clients eas-
ily, to locate all of the job opportunities that are available, to locate
current accurate labor marlcet information to help us and to help
counselors and to help our customers to make sound decisions in
where to invest our training dollars and where our customers will
invest their time.

And also to get into a data base full of human services that are
available in the community to help alleviate the barriers that the
disadvantaged individuals have to entering training, to completing
training, and then, to finding a job; and the barriers that dislocated
workers are having. Thank you very much for the opportunity to
demonstrate the system to you.

Mr. PETERSON. Do you have this data base up; do you have all
of this stuff in place now?

Mr. CLARKIN. No, we don't. Delaware was part of the multi-State
job and pilot project which started in June 1989 and went through
about June 1991. That was a pilot project in region III which was
Delaware, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Washington, DC, Virginia, and
West Virginia which developed the original ALEX system, which
stands for the automated labor exchange, that lets the public come
up to a computer terminal and do a job search.

Mr. PETERSON. That is in place now in all of these States?
Mr. CLARKIN. It is in place in all of the States in region III. It

has been made available about 1 year or so ago, nationally,
through the Federal Department of Labor, and there is about 22
States that use ALEX or they have taken the ALEX software and
changed the name and they may call it Jobs Plus or

Mr. PETERSON. Is this a nat4onal data base that you hook into?
Mr. CLARKIN. Yes, we do. There is an organization in Albany, NY

called America's Job Bank. It used to be called the Interstate Job
Bank. What we do in Delaware each day as we enter job order in-
formation into our computer system, at night, our mainframe com-
puter pulls out all of the jobs that are $6 an hour or more, perma-
nent and full time

Mr. PETERSON. And sends them up there.
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Mr. CIARIUN [continuing]. And sends them up to Albany, NY and
then, they send it back to us and the rest of the States that havebeen

Mr. PETERSON. SO, this is the system that this ALEX is tied into?
Mr. CLARKIN. Yes.
Mr. PETERSON. And what you are going to propose, this next step

would utilize that as well as some other data bases like collegesand
Mr. CLARKIN. Yes, we have in Delawareand they are national

data bases. There is a national data base that is made available
to the States through the National Occupational Information Co-
ordinating Committee which is made available to each State that
has a State occupational information coordinating committee or
SOICC.

There is a national data base called STI, or the State Training
Inventory. That is the data base that we plan to use that will have
all of the information on educational and training opportunities,
and we have agreements with the local colleges, universities, the
JTPA training providers, and other training providers in Delaware
to put the information into that data base.

The services data base in Delaware, we access that through a
data base that the United Way puts together each year and up-
dates. The labor market information is provided to the Department
of Labor's Office of Labor Market Information. It collects and does
surveys on

Mr. PETERSON. So, you are online with all of these data bases,
is that what it is?

Mr. CLARKIN. Yes, sir.
Mr. PETERSON. And the kiosks arewhat are they, like dumb

terminals.with a modem in them or something?
Mr. CLARKIN. Yes. We have, in the ALEX project we developed

three ways to deliver the ALEX system. The first one was through
what's called a dumb terminal that attaches to a mainframe com-
puter.

We found that that was very expensive to try to export it out to
a nontraditional site. The next piece that we developed was a kiosk
ALEX thatit sits in a little kiosk that looks like a mail box. It
has a touch screen, it has a video disc, it has a printer, it plays
introductory music, it has an attract loop, and you just touch the
screen to navigate.

Mr. PETERSON. Is that a PC?
Mr. CLARKIN. Yes. That's PC driven. We also have another ver-

sion of ALEC that is a stripped-down version of the kiosk that you
can actually place on a stand-alone PC and put out at a community
center a plant that's closing, a college, a university, a library.

Mr. PETERSON. You give them the software then, so that they can
run this, is that it?

Mr. CIARKIN. Yes, we give them the software and then we allow
them to dial into our network and transfer the information over a
telephone line.

Mr. PETERSON. So they have to pay for the phone lines or the
hookup, the telephone charges and all that sort of stuff?

Mr. CLARKIN. Yes, they do.
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Mr. PETERSON. And your problem now is you don't have money
to hook this all up or

Mr. CLARKIN. Yes. We used Job Training 2000 initiative grant
which came out a couple years ago. Delaware got about $20,000.
We did a year study, a feasibility study, to see if it was possible
to integrate this data together and to design this system. /%nd we
did a big feasibility study that lasted about a year.

After that we developed a prototype, and now we're anticipating
that we will be able to locate a funding source to help us design
the whole system.

Mr. PETERSON. Is any other State doing this, that you're aware
of?

Mr. CLARKIN. Not that I'm aware of.
Mr. MiNarr. Not that I'm aware of.
Mr. PETERSON. And where are you in this process of getting this

money? Are youhave you found it all yet or
Mr. MiNorr. Well, we would hope that title IV of the Reemploy-

ment Act of 1994 may supply something.
Mr. PETERSON. A partial grant?
Mr. Milian. Yes.
Mr. PETERSON. And then are you going to make this available to

other States then?
Mr. MINOT?. Yes.
Mr. PETERSON. Do you have to have Windows to run this, is that

what you're
Mr. CIAIUUN. On the prototype you do. On the PC version that

we hope to make, its very flexible. It will also work on DOS based
hardware.

Mr. PETERSON. On a Mac?
Mr. CLARKIN. It would be Mac based; it would also work on a

touch screen and it would work under Windows. We also see a need
to set levels in it where there might be a level, a low level of infor-
mation that we would give to the public.

There would be another level of information you would give to an
employment interviewer, say, in an employment service office.
There would be another level of information that you would give
to a counselor, say, at a school working at a school to work transi-
tion program.

Then there might be another level of full-blown information you
would give to managers and administrators and planners that have
to get into the full-blown occupational projections that might be
confusing to the public. But we would hope that there would be dif-
ferent levels and different platforms that we could deliver it on.

Mr. PETERSON. So the public wouldn't have to pay anything
when they went to this kiosk, that will be funded?

Mr. CLARKIN. No.
Mr. PETERSON. How about these other folks at these different

levels? Are you going to make them pay for it or is that all going
to be made available five of charge or

Mr. CLARKIN. With ALEX, we provide the data. We have it at
each of our employment service offices throughout the State of
Delaware. The division of employment training purchased equip-
ment on our own and_put it out at other State agencies. We have
it at a DuPont site in Delaware that's closing and we made it avail-
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able there. We have it at the Veteran's Administration, Dover Air
Force Base.

Usually, if money is available we buy the equipment and we
place it there and we train them on how to do the downloads. If
they already have theirhave computer equipment, then we can
simply load the data base onthe software and data base on their
equipment.

Mr. PETERSON. But you're notare you using a data base or are
you just hooking into somebody else's data base?

Mr. CIARKIN. We're using a data base that
Mr. PETERSON. Program?
Mr. CLARKIN [continuing]. That we keep at the Department of

Labor. Ws a data base of jobs that comes through the interstate job
bank that we maintain.

Mr. PETERSON. But that's just one part of this though?
Mr. CLARKIN. Mm-hmm. The State training inventory where the

employment and training informationin Delaware where we're
lucky, we kind of have one-stop shopping. We have an Office of
Labor Market Information that is under the management of Sec-
retary Minott, so that the Department of Labor in Delaware main-
tains the job bank.

They also maintain the employment bank, the training bank, and
the labor market information 13ank under one administrative en-
tity.

Mr. PETERSON. Well, your whole government is in one place isn't
it? I mean, the countieswhat do you have, two counties, three?
And they are all in the same place?

Mr. MiNorr. Three counties.
Mr. PETERSON. Do they have the same courthouse or something

or whatever it is? Is that right? You're not going to answer.
Mr. MINoTr. I've never been to their courthouse.
Mr. PETERSON. Do you have any
Mr. SHAYS. I just need to say I'm on the Budget Committee and

we're reporting out the budget today. I will be leaving and I apolo-
gize to our two other speakers. If you have any interest in puriming
this with my office, my gentleman staff person, Chris Alred would
be delighted to meet with you and love to pursue the dialog. Thank
you for coming today.

Mr. MiNarr. Thank you very much
Mr. PETERSON. Well, let's go on to Mr. New who is from North

Carolina and with the division of employment and training of the
North Carolina Department of Commerce. We appreciate your com-
ing up.
STATEMENT OF JOEL C. NEW, DIRECTOR, EMPLOYMENT AND

TRAINING DIVISION, NORTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF
COMMERCE
Mr. NEW. Thank you Mr. Chairman. Glad to be here, appreciate

the invitation.
I'm the director of the division of employment and training. I'm

here representing North Carolina, but I'm also the chair of the Na-
tional A.ssociation of State JTPA Liaisons. That's an organization
of the 54 States and territories that represent their Governors to
the Federal level in terms of operation of, primarily, JTPA, but also
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almostwell, definitely the majority of them have responsibilities
in a variety of other area,s such as the employment service in un-
employment insurance WI] and even the JOBS program in some
States. It varies. So we have a good representation.

Coincidentally, I am the chair of the SOICC in North Carolina,
also, which is something that's shared among the member agencies,
and I really appreciated the packaging that my panel members
here had done in putting the occupational information system out
for the public. It's an excellent, excellent piece.

In North Carolina, Governor Hunt has established the Gov-
ernor's Commission on Workforce Preparedness, which is our
human resource investment council, as a mechanism for addressing
multiple programs. While remaining hopeful we could not wait for
the Federal Government to begin to consolidate job training pro-
grams into a more workable system.

And our response has been to establish this commission as a
mechanism for coordinating policy and planning and involving all
the workforce development programs funiled from the Federal level
or created within our State.

We conducted an inventory, in North Carolina similar to the re-
port that you received from the GAO. We found a slightly different
definition, but it includes many of the same programs with a dif-
ferent categorization, 45 programs in seven agencies across State
government. It's an essential first step for any State, or at the Fed-
eral level for that matter, to begin to analyze how much money is
going to workforce development and get a good solid feel of what's
out there and how it's being administered. We did that with our
inventory and it gave us a good start.

In response to that report, from my perspective as the director
of the Job Training Partnership Act program in North Carolina,
the problem lies in the prescriptive nature of the many Federal
programs and projects that were developed for whatever good and
noble reasons.

This approach to solving problems of employment and training
demonstrates a lack of confidence in the administrative structures
at the State and local level. This sends a signal to us that we lack
the ability to provide competent and responsible program designs
and operations when given a mandate to serve the public. The nat-
ural approach of addiessing the Nation's job training needs has
been piecemealed. Our efforts in most cases have done exactly what
they were designed to do, only to be criticized because those suc-
cesses were not able to fully respond to the greater problem. The
vision addressed by those programs was too limited, or the program
was not able to respond to rapid change and the program got the
blame. Process control must be given to the States and local levels.

The idea of micromanagement through Federal legislation has
greatly restricted our ability to design and operate seamless re-
sponsive programs. Limitations on administrative costs are a good
example of this. This conflicts with established systems that are al-
ready generally accepted by government and business for determin-
ing fair and equitable overhead cost of operation. The process of
overhead cost determination can tell you what it really costs to op-
erate instead of setting artificial limits that are not based upon
operational needs or reality.
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That's just an example. When those kinds of limitations face us,
we have problems. We should build upon the administrative
strengths of the State and local structures. And if weaknesses exist
they should be addressed through a set of administrative guide-
lines that will strengthen the agency's ability to administer any
program.

Two of the best examples in my career experience have been the
Single Audit Act, whicbt clearly recognizes the administrative en-
tity, running all programs. We had, not too many years ago, the
absurdity of audits being done on a program basis and some poor
agencies at the local level were entertaining as many as 12 or 15
separate sets of auditors in a year, because they were attracting
separate program lines. With a Single Audit Act, what is now de-
termined by an independent objective review is the fiscal health of
that agency of government or whatever the structure is, and can
it handle not just a program but any program or resource that we
channel through that agency. This is the concept that I'm talking
about.

The Community Services block grant is another example. It is ex-
plicit in that legislation and was passed by Congress many years
ago that the Federal Department of HHS could not interpret the
principal section of the law, which left it to the States and local lev-
els to create programs that address the mandate that was clearly
outlined in that law. That mandate is to move families out of pov-
erty.

It gave us the flexibility that we did not have to deal with detail
of what dollar was spent in what category for what specific need,
but that we could design programs that truly addressed the needs
that we ran into when we sat down with families to find out what
they needed to move themselves into independence and out of pov-
erty.

Separate State boards are most often the result of Federal re-
quirements. We must establish them, as we are required to get
Federal money to, at least some degree, address the problems that
we face. And once again, in some of the proposed legislation and
some of the recently passed legislation, we are looking at another
series of separate boards being created. We're running out of people
in some States to fill these slots.

The natural reaction of an administrative agency is too often to
protect, for us to protect, our turf. This is an attitude that's been
created because we're having to compete for resources and respond
to those Federal mandates that are programmatic in nature.

Attitudes such as, "My program is right and has the answers,"
with responses always we hear is, "We lack the resources to do the
job, always underfunded," or "That's not our job," or "Our program
doesn't do that," are examples of why the problems aren't solved.
The problem is never truly addressed with those programs.

Given the mandate and- tile resources, we can reform the employ-
ment and training systems within our States. Give us the funding
streams to address the problems and let us design how to do it. We
would establish true outcome based programs addressing problems
that have been defined locally. What works in a rural area may not
work in an urban area, and if problems are different, the outcomes
could be expected to be different. But that doesn't mean that the
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problem won't be solved, it will still be addressed by that mecha-
nism. Judge us what we've doneby the outcomes we achieve, not
by the processes that we used to achieve that end.

Congressional and administrative mandates too often address in
programmatic terms what are too specific and ignore the strengths
of the structure of the State and local levels and our abilities to re-
spond to the broader needs of our people. We must work together
to bring down the barriers among all program efforts.

Associated systems as partners should use a collaborative ern-
.. ployment and training system, stop building their own separate

employment and training tracks, but develop collaboration. And
that collaboration at the local level needs to be encouraged by all
Federal agencies, not just the Department of Labor.

And, yes, use the human resources investment councils or the job
training coordinating councils and the private industry councils as
a basis for the structure, not because they're tied to some piece of
legislation called JTPA, but as a structure and a vehicle to coordi-
nate the process and build upon that and make it stronger.

We have been operating in North Carolina under a concept of no
wrong door, not one stop or one right place to go. We're trying to
build a system thatvery similar to the type of information system
that you just saw that will mean that any point of entry for any
individual will lead to a resolution of their needs in terms of job
training.

We're building a system where each agency does what it does
best and connects with all other agencies in terms of the individ-
ual's needs, because we know that no single program has the solu-
tion. Thank you very much.

[The prepared statement of Mr. New follows:]
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TESTIMONY BEFORE THE GOVEDNURNTAL OPERATIONSCOMMITIED
U.S. ROUEN OF RXPREDINTATIVDS

WADDINGTON, DC
MARCH 3, 1St

Joel C. New, Director
Division of Employment and Training

North Carolina Department of Commerce

My name is Joel New. I am director of this Division of Employment ond Training in

the North Carolina Departmont ot Comoros which ailministars the Job Training

Partnership Act program in North Carolina. I am also Chair of th. NationalAssociation of

State Job Training Partnorship Act Widens.

I appreciata the opportunity to respond to isauson the nerd to coordinate job training

programs into a workable system at ths state and local levet

In North Carolina, Oovernor Hunt has establisked ths Governor's Comnduion on

Workforce Preparedness, which is our Sow liumr4 Immo* Inrsatment Council, as

a mechanism of addressing multiple programs. While remaining hopefUl, we could not wait

for tho federal government to begin to consolidatejob training programs into a more meltable

system. Our response has boon to establish this Commission as a mechanism for

coordinating policy development and *ming that involves all ciao workforce development

programs !WWI from the federal level cr created by the State &North Carolina.

In response to the two rscent GAO repcets on the muhiplicity of omployment and

training programs, from my perspective as director ci the Joh 'hairdos Partnership Act

program. I believe the problem lles in the proscriptive nature et the Mend programa and

protects that wire &veto* fce whatever good and noble mum. lids approach to solving

the problems of employment and training demonstrates a lack of readier* in the
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administrative structures at the state and local leve1s. This sends a signal that we lath the

ability to provide a competent and responsible program design and operation when given a

mandato.

No single program has ever solved the problem of add:suing the nation'sjet training

needs. The national approach has been pieoemeal. Our efforts in most eases have done

exactly wbat they were designed to do. Only to be criticised and condemned into oblivion

because lbws successes were not able to truly respond to the greater problem. The vision

addressed by those programs was too limited. or the program could not respond to rapid

change and the profram was blamed.

Process control must be given to the state and local level.

We should build upon administrative strengths el the state and local structure.. If

weeknesses exist, they should be addrnsed through a set of administrative stendards that

will strengthen the agenciee ability to administer nu program. Two of the beet examples

of this have 'ma the Single Audit Act and the Community Service Block Grant legislation.

The idea of micro-management through federal legislation has greatly restricted our ability

to design and operate seamless responsive programs. Limitations on administrative costa

is a good example of this. This conflicts with established systems that are generally scooted

by government or banns for determining fair overhead costs. The propels of overhead coot

determination ten tell you what it really costs to operate lutisd of settlai an artificial limit

that is not hated upon operational needs or reality.

Our reaction as an administrative agency is too often to protect our turf. This attitude

is created by having to compete for resources and respond to federal mandates that are

programmatic in nature.
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AttiWdes such as: 'lay program is right, and my proven has the answers; with

responses such as: "we lack the resources to do the job,' end, 'that's not our job,' or, 'our

program does not address that,' ars *samples why the problem is uot solved. The probls%

was never truly addressed.

Given the mandate and the resources, we ma reform the employment and training

system. Give us the funding streams to addrees the problems and let us design how to do

it.

W. should establish true outcome.besed programs addressing problems that have been

defined locally. What works in a rural area may not work in en urban area. If problem, are

different, the outcome will be different, and the problems will still be addressed.

We should be judged by what we have dons, not by the moms that we wed to

accomplish that end.

Congreseional and administrative mandates too often address in programmatic, terms

that are too specific and ignore the strengths of tie structure far the state and local levels

and our abilities to respond to the brooder needs of our people. We must work tooth% to

bring down the barriers among all program *Mir%

Separate state boards are meet often a result of federal requirements. We states

establish them as required to get the money to at least in some degree address the problma.

Awociated systems as partners should use a oollaborative employment and training

system and stop building their own separate employment and trahdag tracks. Collaboration

at the local level needs to be twouragsd by all hsligsLagogin, not just within the

Department ce Labor.

And yes we the Human Resource Investment Comilla aed the Rebate Industry

Councils as the basis !be the structure and whittle to wordiest% the preeese.

4
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Mr. PETERSON. Thank you. I think we'll hear from Mr. Callahan,
then we'll maybe have some questions. Mr. Callahan, we appreciate
you being here.

STATEMENT OF JAMES CALLAHAN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
GOVERNOR'S WORK FORCE INVESTMENT BOARD, MARYLAND

Mr. CALLAHAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. One of the advan-
tages or maybe disadvantages of going last is that I can concur
with what everyone said in my testimony. But if you will permit
me, I will make a few remarks.

Let me tell you what I represent. I'm the executive director from
the Governor's Work Force Investment Board in Maryland. And let
me just give you 10 seconds of what that means. We were created
because the Federal Government said, "Governort State of Mary-
land, you have to have some kind of board, some kind of Job Train-
ing Coordinating Council in order to be entitled to the $40 million
that Maryland gets for the Job Training Partnership Act funds.*

iSo it was an important reason, but n 1986our present Gov-
ernor came in. He is a fairly direct man and he called a couple of
us in and said, "Why do we have this group?" And I gave him that
answer and it wasn't quite good enough for him.

He said, "I just don't want to have a group because the federal
government tells us we have to have a group. Either they are going
to do something or we're basically going to do away with all your
jobs and I'll have my cabinet come in and they'll be tlie Board and
we'll do what ever we need to do, but we're not going to have staff
and we're not going to spend money on this group unless it really
has something to do besides just rubber stamp agency policy or
rubber stamp federal policy.'

So he actually brought in a corps of business people and his cabi-
net secretaries, some of his organized labor supporters, and com-
munity leaders and some legisrative people from our State legisla-
ture, and he said, "Go to it. 'Whatever you want to look at. Don't
worry about the fact that the law only says you look at JTPA, you
get involved with what you want to get involved with, you tell me
what we need to do to make this system better.*

I'd like to give you some examples of what that kind of mandate
has produced in Maryland; 3 or 4 years ago we decided that school
dropouts were a significant problem in Maryland, unfortunately,
they still are. But we decided we needed to do something about it
and we looked at the Federal programs and there really wasn't any
specific Federal program for that at that time.

And we decided that we could pull little pieces of programs from
JTPA and the Carl Perkins bill and maybe some chapter I money,
but it wasn't enough, and so we designed a program that we
thought over time could really address and lower the dropout rates
in Maryland. We call it Maryland's Tomorrow.

And we, obviously, coupled together all these Federal programs
and then we went ahead and got State money to bridge the gaps
where the Federal programs wouldn't allow us to spend money on
the services that we needed. And, quite frankly, a very luccessful
program in Maryland.

les a $10 million State program, which doesn't sound like much
down here, but in our State $10 million is a chunk of change. And
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it is gathered together with about $2, $3, or $4 million, depending
on how you count dollars and match of Federal dollars. And that
program works collaboratively through these private industry coun-
cils.

That was one of the core program desivs, is to have this not go
through the traditional school system because, quite frankly, at
that time our perspective of dollars spent in school systems was not
that positive. We felt as though we needed a change agent. And so
we used this system that the Federal Government had required
local areas to set up called PICs, private industry councils, to man-
av this drop out prevention system in partnership with the
schools.

Another example, when you all passed the Family Support Act
and you superimposed a large jobs program, a welfare, employ-
ment, and training program, most States ran out and created a
brand new welfare, euiplwment, and training system. They basi-
callyyou almost required that to Nappen by saying, "States, you
have to ligdyour 4.A agency," that's the one that cuts the checks
for the program, "you have to have them manage this pro-
gram."

Well, we didn't give up. We didn't really think that was the right
way of going at about setting up this program which the services
should be, and the results should be the same thing, as we had for
JTPA for Jobs Service, and for Perkins, it should be jobs and eco-
nomic self-sufficiency.

So we didn't see where there was that much difference in what
we wanted as results, so we fought and we fought and we argued
with HHS and, finally, we were able to construct a very interesting
chain of flow of funds, but we succeeded in actually -building the
same kind of linkage.

In our State, and I think now in a couple of other States, the ac-
tual job funds hits our 4A agency, our welfare agenc7, and then
goes directly to the agency that gives it out to the PICs. And the
l'ICs are required to bring the local welfare folks in and to set up
a collaborative team and to plan and administer jointly a welfare
employment and training program not separate and apart from all
the other training programs that are going on in that area:

We're doing much the same thing in a lot of different program
areas. The Department of Education and the Department of Labor
are putting together a school-to-work transition effort. We're trying
the same kind of concept there. That is the concept that we really
have in Maryland, "Let's try and make an integrated system?'
That's the positive side.

Now if you'd like I can share a couple of the horror stories with
you of things that we haven't been able to deal with, and mostly
these are things that come right back to Congress. The way Con-
gress constructs the laws that mandate how these programs are to
be run. To give an example, in the dislocated worker programs, I'm
sure you've-heard many horror stories. I'll share a couple with you.

Two years ago we were constructing a program for a Baltimore
steel company that decided it needed to close down almost com-
pletely, I think they were going to maintain a skeleton crew. And
they had two lines in that steel company, one produced ornamental
steel and one produced rods. And we applied for trade readjust-
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ment- and come to find out, sure enough, the company was eligible
for the TRA. But only one of the lines was eligible for TRA.

So to give you an example of what that meant, we had to go in
and, either over the objections of the union, the State, and the com-
pany, we had to go in and tell a group of employees in that com-
pany who have worked there side by side, most of them for 20
years, who live in the same neighborhoods, many on the same
streets, we had to tell them that some of them were eligible for 78
weeks of training and unemployment compensations and the others
were only eligible for 26 weeks and, maybe, we could find money
out of our regular title III funds to provide some level of other sup-
port for them.

Even more bizarre, we had a manufacturing plant in Howard
County that closed, and because they had seniority bumping rights,
it was a nonunion plant but they had seniority bumping rights,
what happens is that the people that bump down and the people
that they were to bump out were not trade approved because they
were in a different line so we had the situationthe same situation
again.

And even though these people had lost their jobs and there was
really no hope of getting a job back at that level, they were not eli-
gible for the same kinds of services. And that's simply because the
different funding streams mandated that different services be pro-
vided even though the goal was the same. I could go on and on and
on.

These are countless, countless examples of what States and local
areas are forced to really contend with. And I disagree with some
of the speakers that have sat here today and told you today that
these programs aren't successful.

Sure, there are bad programs out there and I think you read
about them in the New York Times and the Washington Post, but
the majority of these programs are doing what you set them up to
do and they're spending their dollars within the constraints that
you set for them as well as they can.

We have statistics, we have data, we have plenty of that to show
that the majority of these programs are successful. The problem is
they're too focused. They're too focused. Right now a person's prob-
lems that we deal with doesn't just need one service. They need
multiservices.

So a program comes in and they say, "Well, I can only do X, Y,
and Z, and you need a wide range of services," so therefore either
you have to network, which is very costly and inconvenient or you
basically only address a portion of that person and that family's
problem. And that's really the crux of the situation, is that we don't
have the flexibility, that the system is too confined.

And it's not reallyI'm not sure it's one of resources. We have
$100 million, you were talking about resources at the Federal level,
this doesn't include Pell grants, this doesn't include student loans.
We have $100 million. All of our programs would say they're un-
derfunded, but we as a board are not sure of that.

Now I've been talking about the negative part. I'd like to actually
give you some real simple recommendations on what needs to be
done or what we'd like to see be done.
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First, we're really split, the private sector members of our board
believe, 'Tear it down, completely dismantle it, put it back together
again." That's one approach. The government members and my
elected bosses think that that could be the biggest mistake we
would ever make, because there really is a fear out in the States
and local areas that if you ever really do get a handle on how much
money is going into this, that you're going to cut the hell out of it.
And we don't want to see that, because we do not think in this time
that we have to build a world class work force, that we have
enough resources to do the job.

So obviously, once it's all consolidated it's going.to look like a lot
of money, the $25 billion that was banded aut here today, looks
like and sounds like a lot of money. I would contend to you that
it probably isn't enough money. But we're not willing formally to
say it isn't. We think a lot more can be done. We know that simply
through consolidation of administration 10 to 15 percent more can
be done.

So what we would advise you to do before you dismantle the sys-
tem, before you cut the funding for the system, is we would do sev-
eral core kinds of things. The first thing we would do is, why don't
you create a Federal human resource investment board like you've
allowed States to do. You did that in the JTPA amendments 2
years ago, some States are exercising that. It's a lot of turf at State
levels as to whatwhy they do it and don't do it, but some States
are actually doing it and it seems to be working well.

Why don't you do that at the Federal level and also give them
the authority. Give them the authority to cut through regulations,
to waiver regulations, even perhaps, to waiver provisions of the law
if they are blocking outcomes success.

So that would be step 1, and I would not just have itI know
that we are dealing with the Department of Labor a lot. They ask
to talk to us because we're so close to them, also, Maryland works
with welfare reform and a lot of things like that. We know that the
Department of Labor is encouraging the President to consider such
a board through Executive order.

Obviously, we think that's a good idea. We think it's a little bit
too narrow, but we know the Department of Labor is talking to
HHS about how they are going to really look at welfare reform, the
employment and training portion of welfare reform.

So we really feel that Department of Labor for sure is very, very
concerned about pulling down the barriers and integrating these
programs. We know firsthand that they are. We just think that
Congress needs to take the initiative on this one, because only Con-
gress can really authorize a board to really waiver different kinds
of provisions in law or regulations.

And I would have that board be private sector, Members of Con-
gress, and the agencies at the Federal level that are really running
these programs. So you had the leaders, the proper leadership mix
there that could really cut through this kind of morass that we've
stuck ourselves in and make decisions.

But I'd do more than that, more than a board is just needed.
What I'd also do is I'd have all these programs have to have some
commonality. Why can't these programs have a core information
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system? With technology the way it is today, there's no reason why
there can't be a uniform set of terms and definitions.

I think the papers that you've been getting from the NGA and
from the State chair's associations probably amplify this better
than I'm going to do, but the bottom line is there's just no reason
why a family isn't a family in DOL, in Education, and HHS.

Mose arethere's no reason why it doesn't mean the same
thing. If you knew the amount of time that we spend training peo-
ple in the different definitions when we have cross programs, if you
knew the amount of time that we try to spend correcting the er-
rors, because we had three and four definitions of family and we're
actually coursing these people through the program, staff will make
the errors, you'd be amazed and appalled just because how a sim-
ple thing like that can cause problems.

The second thing, run this system by results. Do7et give us proc-
ess rules and regulations that require us to figure out how to meet
your process goals and not focus on the important thing, is what
are they accomplishing? What are we doing? What are we really ac-
complishing with people with these programs?

Right now you look at the Jobs Program. JTPA back in 1983
when it was passed really had the philosophy, look at the end re-
sult, let States and local areas have some flexibility, but look at the
end result, have very specific performance standards and then if
States and local areas don't make them, come down and sanction
them. Reward them if they make them, sanction them if they don't,
financially.

Look at the Jobs Program in 1986 when it was passed. They
mention performance standards but the biggest thing is process,
get that person in there 20 hours a week, record what they're in
in 10 different ways, and look at process, process, process and num-
bers of participations and things like that. Don't do that.

What works here in Washington, what works in Maryland isn't
going to work necessarily in North Carolina, isn't necessarily going
to work in Delaware. States and, more importantly, local areas can
make things work but they're going to look different. When you su-
perimpose on us very specific process guidelines, you're basically
costing the taxpayer more money.

Look at results. By all means tell us who you want us to serve.
By all means tell us what you think it should cost and give us very
strict guidelines on what you expect as results, not the high-flying
sounding goals that are usually in legislation. Give us numerical or
percentage goals of what the outcome should be, and then when we
don't make it, don't give us the money the next year.

Do things like that. I mean, that's what we think, our business
people have been recommending that, and we have been trying to
do it for years.

The last thing is standardize the fiscal and administrative proce-
dures. It's a shambles when you look at it. I have a little chart in
my program, in my actual testimony, a little chart that shows that
you're running the same identical program for people that are in
the dislocated worker EDWAA program, for people that are in jobs,
the welfare work program, and people that are in JTPA. The same
identical program, the same identical services.
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That program has about 20 different kinds of classifications of
cost and then it gets more bizarre. That program, depending on
how. you allocate die different staff, you can change how the cost
would be. You have to be pretty much a fiscal geniusby the way,
I brought my fiscal genius here today, in case you have any tech-
nical questionsyou have to almost 13e a fiscal genius to be able
to figure out how to group these funding sources.

Most local areas are going to say, 'It's not worth it. It's not worth
it," and that's wrong, because when you finally do get an integrated
program, it is better. It's more cost effective and it's better. It also
doesn't stigmatize any particular group in the integrated program.

That's my spiel for today, my soap tiox. I'm coming off it. I got
all revved up hearing all the things that you were hearing today
and I said, "I'm going to get up there and rm going to say what
for," because usually when If come before a committee, they can line
out my job, but I don't think you can probably do that yet. Thank
you very much.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Callahan follows:]

1
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BACKGROUND ON THE MARYLAND WORK FORCE
INVESTMENT BOARD (GWIB)
The Board was originally created in 1983 as the Governor's Employment and Training
Council and acted as Maryland's Job Training Coordinating Council under the Job
Training Partnership Acts (JTPA). Over the years, the Council evolved into the State's
primary group focusing on all human resource development policy issues. To reflect
this change, the Council was renamed the Work Force Investment Board in 1992 with
the responsibility of overseeing the State's growing human resource development
system. In 1993, an act was passed by the State that implemented a federal option of
making the Board the sole human resource investment council for all federal programs
that provide work force development resources to the State.

The 1993 Act merged the State Council on Vocational-Technical Education and the
State Advisory Committee for Adult and Community Services with the Governor's
Work Force Investment Board. The psopose of the change was to _provide a more
coherent. coordinata and efficient mechanism for the development of integrated
education and traininz policies and guidelines.

THE MEMBERSHIP
The Board consists of up to forty members appointed by the Governor. Members are
leaders from the business community, key members of the Governor's cabinet,, the
legislature, education, organized labor and community based organizations.

THE ROLE
The role of the Board is to provide the State with a mechanism to develop plans and
policies aimed at maximizing the potential of the existing and future work force. This
role includes acting as facilitator, initiator and advocate for:

Interagency coordination;
Initiatives that cross the boundaries of agencies and levels of government; and
Consideration of resource utilization to obtain maximum effectiveness.

THE GOALS
The Board has the following operational goals:

To assist the State in maximizing the potential of its work force to increase
economic self-sufficiency and to help Maryland employers obtain and retain a
world class work force;
To assist the State in creating a seamless delivery system encompassing
employability development, education and social services systems; and
To assist the State in maximizing effectiveness and assuring accountability for
results.

2
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THE ORGANIZATION
The Board has an independent staff and five committees:

The Executive Committee
The Youth Education Committee
The Existing Worker Committee
The Adult Education Committee
The Adult Policy Committee

SUMMARY OF THE BOARD'S EFFORTS TO BUILD A
COMPREHENSIVE EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING
SYSTEM IN MARYLAND
Tbe GWIB has worked to help the State create a coordinated and integrated human
resource investment system. One of the core principles that the Board holds is that an
integrated system is needed to provide the most cost efficient and effective service to
both employers and job seekers.

The employment and training system that has been created by the federal government
is little more than a collection of programs developed by various congressional
committees in response to particular needs of specific groups of people. They are
programs that provide a wide array of similar, often identical services, to increasingly
overlapping groups of people. They are programs that for the most part go about their
jobs in a totally independent fashion, resulting in a fragmented response to the
interrelated needs of the people who need human resource development services. The
core of federal programs that fall into this category are:

Tbe Job Training Partnership Act
The Carl Perkins Vocational and Applied Technology Education Act
The Adult Education Act
The Family Support Act (JOBS Title)
The Economic Dislocation and Worker Adjusthlent Assistance Act
The Trade Adjustment Assistance Act
North American Free Trade Act
The Wagner-Peyse Act
The Vocational Rehabilitation Act
The Food Stamps, Employment and Training Programs
The Refugee Assistance Act
Stewart McKinney Homeless Assistance Act
Title V of the Older Americans Act
The Clean Air Act
The National Defense Authorization Act

Individually, these program typically are not funded at the levels needed to adequately
respond to the goals that Congress set for them. But collectively, in Maryland, this
core set of programs spends nearly $100 million a year. Because each of them is
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governed by different laws and regulations, they each have different administrative
requirements which dictate that they be operated separately. The Board estimates that
this duplicative administrative structure eats up at least 5% of additional funds and
maybe as much as 10%. Based on current cost averages, in Maryland alone this
duplication translates to perhaps as many as two thousand people each year that need
help, should be getting help, but do not get services because the money is spent on
required and redundant administrative functions. While the Board has not considered
the potential for cost efficiencies at the direct service level if these programs were
combined into some rational system, it is logical to assume that the potential for cost
savings is even gre.ater at the direct service level.

In Maryland the Governor, his staff and the Board endeavors to superimpose a rational
framework fcr all of these efforts. While we are not able to cut down on the required
administrative duplication, we have had limited success at the direct service level. One
example is that with the passage of the Family Support Act, most States interpreted
Congressional intent to establish a new welfare employment and training system. In
Maryland we resisted that interpretation and after many "discussions" with the federal
Health and Human Services officials we convinced them to allow us to use the existing
JTPA Private Industty Council (PICs) employment and training system to implement
the JOBS program.

Another example of how we are working to bring the efforts together can be seen in
the new school-to-work transition initiative that the Departments of Labor and
Education are now fostering. In Maryland, we have established local planning teams
for this effort using the PICs as the facilitators for the effort. We will be providing
PICs with a part of the federal funds that we obtain for planning this effort and making
them responsible for bringing all the partners to the table to address this critical issue.

State efforts to bring these programs together as a system and make the services be
one, integrated, rational employment and training system are needed and do produce
results. But state efforts alone can only achieve limited results as long as the programs
are ordained at the federal level to be independent and separate.

EXAMPLES OF AN IRRATIONAL SYSTEM

The Board is always finding examples of how the current set of programs often cause
irrational situations to develop. Some examples are:

Different Benefits For Co-Workers

Several years ago a local Baltimore company notified the State that it would be closing
down two of its operations. Both operations were at the same plant and both were
being closed because they were no longer profitable. But two different products were
produced. Over the objections of the State, the company and the union, one of the
product lines was deemed to be impacted by foreign trade and the other was not. Mut
this meant for the workers was that some were entitled to Trade Act benefits while the
others were not. In effect, this meant that the workers deemed to be impacted by trade
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had the ability to obtain retraining services and unemployment compensation for up to
a year beyond the normal conclusion of unemployment benefits. Try explaining to
workers from the same plant, many who live next to each other, all who belong to the
same union that some are eligible for 78 weeks of compensation and training while the
others can only count on 26 weeks of compensation and will only get training if the
State and local area have sufficient funds in the regular dislocated worker program to
pay for it..

The Rippie Effect

As indicated in the first example, the hodge podge of dislocated worker programs
results in inequitable services and undue administrative cost. Another example of this
happened in Maryland at a major manufacturing plant in Howard County. Several
years ago the plant announced is was discontinuing manufIcturing ovens because of
foreign competition. They would be reducing the workforce by 800 workers. Many of
the workers who were in the line that produced the ovens were able to use company
seniority rights to bump workers at the same plant who worked on other lines.

The oven line workers were certified for Trade Act. This meant that they were eligible
for 78 weeks of Unemployment Benefits while in training and they were eligible for
more expensive training since it could be funded out of Trade which has no cost
guidelines on training cost. The workers from other lines that were bumped out their
jobs by the more senior oven line workers were only eligible for 26 weeks of
Unemployment Benefits. Their training options were more limited because the only
funds available to them for training were limited JTPA Title III dollars which had been
allocated to the State and which the State needed to place cost guidelines upon in order
to ensure the funds would help as many people as possible.

But not only are were the workers treated differently, the fact that two funding streams
were used for the program required two administrative and reporting structures be
maintained. Separate programmatic and fiscal systems had to established and
maintained for the two programs, resulting in substantial additional administrative cost.

When Is a Dollar Not a Dollar?

Another example of the irrational situations we create deals with the morass of
regulations dealing with how we count money that people obtain while in a training
program. The various job training programs typically provide money to people in
training but each treats income support differently. The federal JOBS program will
allow income support only if it is for "training related expenses" i.e. transportation,
tools. The federal JTPA allows supportive services to cover any "reasonable expense
required for participation in the training program". For example, we have had a
situation where an unemployed person's utilities have been turned off because of an
overdue bill and this was preventing them from participating in training. Because the
person was actively working with their JTPA counselor, they got a support payment to
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cover the bill. JTPA does not consider this income so it has no impact on a person's
JTPA eligibility. But this person was also obtaining AFDC benefits. Since the utility
payment was not a training related expense, for AFDC the payment was considered
income and it caused the person to have enough income to be declared ineligible for
AFDC (and other related needs based payments). While This situafion was ultimately
resolved without harm to the person or their family it took special intervention to
accomplish this. Simply by taking this support from JTPA the person risked losing
their family's AFDC eligibility and income support.

Another example of JTPA and AFDC incompatibility has arisen when the JTPA
programs help people get jobs by assisting them with transportation. We have had
situations where the person's vehicle is not running. In many rural areas of Maryland,
if your vehicle does not work, you do not work. If the vehicle was repaired they could
obtain employment services or take training and ultimately become employed. If the
JTPA program pays for the vehicle repair and the value of the repaired vehicle is
judged by the AFDC folks to over $1500, the person would lose their AFDC eligibility
and needed income support. This is certainly a disincentive to get help.

The last example of how we treat money differently in the different programs is an
example of "disregarded income". People that are fortunate enough to obtain public
housing are able to have earnings from wages from a training program (like work
experience) "disregarded" (not counted) if the program is funded directly by HUD or
by a JTPA program sponsor. That same person, if they are in an identical or similar
work experience program but it is funded from JOBS will not be able to have these
earnings disregarded. The net result is that the person in the JOBS funded activity
would be socked with a substantial rent increase by HUD for participating in the JOBS
program. This can (and has) result in people living side-by-side in public housing and
engaged in the same type of training activity being treated very differently.

The Boondoggle of Integration

The different job training laws and regulations require that costs from the same
training program, providing identical services to people, be classified and accounted
for differently. This adds to the time and cost of tracking these efforts and creates an
administrative nightmare that is a real barrier to program integration. The following
example epitomizes this. In Maryland we encourage our PICs to operate co-funded
programs. By jointly funding specific programs, we make them available to a wider
range of people and we spread the program cost while ensuring that people are not
being sent to a training slot just because one has been purchased and will go unfilled if
a body is not forced into it.

We have had an example of a remedial education program which also provides career
counseling, fmancial counseling, and 'payments to the participants for transportation.
People from three different funding sources were enrolled in this program. The
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funding sources were JTPA Title IIA, JTPA Title III, and JOBS. The following table
shows how the cost must be tracked and reported for each of the funding sources.

Activity JTPA Title HA JTPA Title III JOBS Cost
Cost Category Cost Category Category

Intake and Training Related Basic Re-60/40 Enhanced
Eligibility adjustment Match Training
Determination

Assessment and Direct Training Basic 60/40 Enhanced
Other Case Readjustment Match Training
Management

Financial Training Related Basic 60/40 Enhanced
Counseling Readjustment Match Training

Career Counseling Direct Training Basic 60/40 Enhanced
Readjustment Match Training

Transportation Training Related Basic 50/50 Match
Payment Readjustment Support

Program Admin. Admin. Cost Admin. Cost 50/50 Match

Remedial Direct Training Retraining 60/40 Enhanced
Education Match Training

Keep in mind, this is the same training program but the three different federal fund
sources have very different ways of cataloging the cost for the same activities. Even
within one program JTPA -- the cost categories differ because the title is different!
The situation is made more complicated by additional requirements that the laws or
regulations impose. JOBS requires that all expenditures also be classified by
component cost. So all cost must be tracked at least two ways in JOBS. Within JTPA
there are different allowable administrative expenditure percentages making it harder
to cost pool. Also, closely related activities have to be classed differently depending
upon what stage of the program they are delivered. If you are intaking a client in
JTPA, counseling is a "Training Related" cost, once you begin assessing them
counseling is a "Direct Training" cost. Making this distinction and tracking it is
extremely burdensome. In the program represented by the table above the JOBS
administrative cost would be reimbursed at a 50-50 rate. But if the person is a full
time JOBS administrator, his/her personnel cost are reimbursed at the enhanced rate
(60/40) but their non-personnel cost are reimbursed at the 50-50 rate. If the JOBS
administrative cost are part of a training component, then the total cost could be
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reimbursed at the enhanced rate. Try to keep that straight!! We have created a system
where if we try to integrate and combine services more and more resources are
expended on accounting and documentation and less are spent on services to people.

PROGRAM RECOMMENDATIONS
While there is strong sentiment from the business community for a total rebuilding of
the system from the ground up, for a number of reasons, this may not be either
possible or feasible. Reality dictates that every effort be made to work with the
existing collection of programs to form them into a rational, cost-effective, accountable
human resource investment system. To accomplish this, the legal and institutional
barriers that have provided reasons for keeping these programs apart must be brought
down. To that end, the Board strongly recommends that Congress and the federal
government take the following action regarding these programs:

I. Develop and require all programs to use a core information system with uniform
terms and definitions. This core system should at a minimum capture basic
demographic information, record services provided, and report outcomes obtained.
The system should be set up so that all programs share information and can
eliminate duplicative data collection. In Attachment A a list of terms has been
provided that represents common terms that could be staadardized.

2. Develop a complementary set of results-oriented performance standards that lead to
long term self-sufficiency for all the programs in the system and then use these
outcome measures to manage the programs.

3. Standardize the fiscal and administrative procedures and cost categories that
currently apply to the programs. By doing this, a level playing field can be created
that will facilitate program integration. Attachment B provides some specific
examples of fiscal procedures that present barriers to integrated operations.

4. Require each state to construct a single, integrated human resource investment plan
that establishes goals, objectives, and outcome expectations for each of the
programs involved.

SYSTEM RECOMMENDATIONS

The Board also advocates a change to the core federal system. If we are to maintain
different laws that specify different target groups (and we suspect that this will not
change) then there is a real need for establishing groups at the federal, state, and local
levels to take a leadership role in bringing the programs together as a system. To this
end, the following recommendations are strongly endorsed:

Establish a Federal Human Resource Investment Board. This board should have a
majority of members from the private sector, and should include the majority and
minority leadership of the House and Senate along with representatives from the
applicable federal agencies that administer workforce investment programs. The
board should be vested with the authority to:

8
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grant waivers to provisions of existing law and regulations to facilitate program
integration and experimentation;

coordinate outcome measures established by the various federal agencies;

monitor and correct is necessary federal administrative actions that are barriers
to integrated program activities; and

work with the National Commission to provide a streamlined, consolidated, and
coordinated policy approach for all work force investment programs.

Provide financial incentives to states to establish State Human Resource Investment
Councils to replace all existing councils and boards required under these federal
statutes.

Encourage local jurisdictions to establish Human Resource Investment Boards to
oversee all programs at the local level and be vested with the authority to approve
or disapprove local plans for federal funds.

The GWIB believes that change to our existing system is critically needed if we are to
create a world class workforce. The changes outlined will provide an opportunity for
states and local jurisdictions to move aggressively to pull the existing programs
together into one system that can address the needs we face, be accountable, and make
the greatest use of the available resources.

9
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ATTACHMENT A

SELECTED TERMS TO BE CONSIDERED FOR STANDARDIZATION

It is understood that the standardization of ell the terms listed below may not be feasible initially.
Immediate work on common definitions should focus on those terms that affect eligibility
determination.

Adult Dislocated worker

Allowable support services Displaced homemaker

Applicant Economically disadvantaged

Assessment Educational placement

At risk Educationally disadvantaged

At-risk youth Emancipated youth

Barrier to employment Employability development plan

Basic employability skills Employable

Basic academic skills Employed

Case closure Enrollment

Case management Entered employment

Characteristics Exemplary programs

Citizenship Family

Clients Family income

Competencies

Completer Foster child

Confidentiality Gross wages

Coordination Handicapped

Core demographic Holding status/periodof known activity

Counseling °Homeless

Dependent Income disregard

Disallowed income Individual
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Job ready Public assistance

Job retention Race/ethnic group

Job development Recently separated veteran

Job placement Recidivism

Limited English proficiency Resources/assets

Limited work experience Resources on order

Literacy Retention

Long-term unemployed School dropout

Long-term welfare recipient Seasonal farmworker

NEgrant fkrmworker Student

Migrant food processing worker Subsidized job

Needs-based payments Substance abuse

Not in labor force Suitable employment

Obligated funds Teenage parent

Obtained employment Termination

Offender Underemployed

Older worker Unemployed individual

On-the-job training Unsubsidized job

Ownership of resources Veteran

Participant Vietnam-era veteian

Performance measurement/standard Work experience

Personal management skills Youth

Personal income Youth AFDC recipient

Placed in unsubsidized employment

Potential dropout
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ATTACHMENT B

FISCAL BARRIERS

Cost Categories

Cost eitegories vary dramatically from program to program, making it difficult to manage
programs fbnds by multiple sources. For example, JOBS requires each dollar spent to be
identified with ten or eleven program activities and two different matching rates. STPA has three
specific COM ClItegoder administration, direct training services, and training-related and
supwtive service& Support and administration are defined differently in ITPA and JOBS.
EDWAA has some similar, but some different, cost categories: administration, support services
and needs-related payments, retraining, basic adjustment, and rapid response. The Adult
Education Act requires state and local matching. AEA state administrative expenses Include all
management and supervisory expenditures and expenditures for state advisory councils. At the
local level, 95 percent of the grant must be spent on adult education instructional activities. The
remaining Rinds may be uses for local administrative costs, including planning, administration,
evaluation, personnel development, and coordination. Other AEA cost categories at the state
level include programs in public housing, special projects, and teacher instruction. Instructional
programs Include local expenditures for client training. The vocational education legislation has
categories for state administration, state leadership, sex equity, offenders, and single parents and
displaced homemakers.

Cost Litpitatiqns

Cost limitatior.s now are defined differently across programs. For example, JTPA Title IIA and
11C allow up to 20 percent to be spent on administration, and no less than 50 percent on direct
trainina. Alternatively, /OBS does not have cost limitations, except as they impact on matching
rates; -JOBS does have minimum cost levels for target groups. EDWAA has three cost
limitations. First, SO percent of annual SSA expenditures must be on retraining services. Second,
end-of-year administrative expenditures are not to exceed 15 percent of toter program year
expenditures. Finally, there is a cap of 25 percent for support services end needs-related
payments at the state and substate level. As of July 1, 1991, there was a $ percent cap on state
administrative expenses under the Adult Education Act. Local administrative costs are equal to $
percent, but thls amount is subject to negotiations with the state education department. Funds for
the AEA's state-level special demonstration projects and teacher training programs currently are
pegged at not less than IS percent of the state grant; of this, two-thirds must be spent on training.
AEA also contains a 10 percent setaside for institutionalized adults and allows the state to
determine the setaside for public housing authority programs. The Perkins legislation allows 5
percent Of $250,000 for state administration, whichever 3 higher; of this amount $60,000 must be
spent for sex equity administration. The federal funds also must be matched dollar for dollar with
state Arndt. Both the AEA and Perkins legislation also require 'maintenance of effort" at the state
and local lev4s States and local agencies must match or exceed their expenditures in the
previous year.
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funds Obligated and Carrvover Provision*

Currently, programs have different carryover provisions. For example, JOBS does not allow any
funds to be carried over to the next fiscal year, but does allow for obligated funds to be liquidated
during the twelve months following the emi of the fiscal year. The /TPA program year is different
than the JOBS fiscal year. /TPA gives two additional years to obligate allowable carryovers of up
to IS percent of' finvds allocated in a specific fiscal year. EDVIAA allows only a 20 percent
carryover of the state allotment from one year to the next. Both the Adult Education Act and the
Carl Perkins Vocational Education and afipplied Technology Act are forward-funded because
school budgets are prepared about a year in advance. Therefore, fimds under AEA and Perkins
can be earned over for twenty-seven months. If not expended in this time, funds revert to the
&demi government.
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Mr. PETERSON. I'm not sure we have the power to accomplish
much of anything on this committee, but we illuminate some
thing's. Well, we appreciate all of your testimony. And I want to
say, Mr. Callahan, I agree with you. But how I get my colleagues
to change the way they've been cloing things for 40 years I'm not
exactly sure. Because they all seem to come back to that process.
Most of them have never run a business or have never had to deal
with this kind of stuff. That's the problem.

How we change that, I don't know, other than next year there
will probably be 100 new people again so maybe eventually some-
thing will change.

There are a few of us on this side of the table that are just as
frustrated about this as you are. I guess I go back to thisifyou
were here when I was questioning the first panelhow do we get '7

there. I clearly don'tI mean at this point I'm not sure exactly how
we get there. It is encouraging, I guess, if this is actually happen-
ing, that Labor is interested in setting up some kind of a board.

My guess would be if you tried to do that you would have resist-
ance from Congress. They would be the ones that would screw it
up, probably. They wouldn't want to give up this power, or give
somebody the authority to actually do something.

Mr. CALLAHAN. Mr. Chairman, co-opt Congress, put the leader-
ship of Congress on that board. Obviously the President wouldn't
want to do that and maybe Congress wouldn't want to do that ei-
ther, but I mean that's--

Mr. PETERSON. That's what's happening at the State level. You
have State legislative people.

Mr. CALLAHAN. That's exactly right.
Mr. PETERSON. I think that mAes a lot of sense. I don't know

if it's ever been done around herenot that I'm aware of. Generally
it'swhen they do something like that I think it's some kind of
commission that can't do anything anyway. So, they just meet and
type up a report.

I'm not sure they've ever had to actually do anything, accomplish
anything, actually run something, which is what this would be;
right?

Mr. CALLAHAN. Exactly.
Mr. PETERSON. It's an interesting idea.
Mr. CALLAHAN. It's not really running it as much as it's the

whole policy
Mr. PETERSON. Yes, setting the policy.
Mr. CALLAHAN. A board of directors.
Mr. PETERSON. Right. But you're going to have all these dif-

ferentthese committees are going to object to that. We can't even
get committees to meet together, to agree to have a hearing to-
gether because the staff is afraid thatone staff is afraid the other
staff is_ goingto get some kind of credit or whatever.

Mr. NEW. Mr. Chairman, let me suggest that the report that the
GAO has done, and the work that they're doing, is an excellent
first step.

One thing that needs to be interjected, though, as a statement,
as it moves forward and the discussion begins to center around
consolidation of programs, that is the need for pooling funding
streams together into a single funding stream of some type. Always
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be vigilant and ask the question: Did you change the nature of the
prescriptive operation of the program?

An administrative solution of putthig them all under one roof
does not break it down. So, as those discussions come up ask the
question: Have we really changed or opened up these programs so
that they can flow laterally in terms of service to individuals?

That's one thing that I would suggests
Mr. PETERSON. Mr. Callahan, in doing this, the resistance that

you encounteredat the State level how did the agencies, the
boards and the bureaucracy in the legislature react when you did
this?

Mr. CALLAHAN. At the State level itself it was fairly harmonious
because we have a boss that says, "If you do it you do it."

It was really at the local level that you foundand the other
boardsyou actually found that there was real resistance. In fact,
the first time that we tried to formalize this through our own State
legislature it went down in a very large defeat. It was the second
year that we were able to accomplish and put it in statute.

The bottom line is that we were able to accomplish what little
we have accomplished by bringing in all the stake holders and al-
lowing them to have a vested role and to allow them to feel as
though they are equal partners with this. At times they're really
not because of the way the resources are allotted but, I mean, we
give them a voice in it and a say in it and we listen to them.

So, the bottom line is it's not perfect. Anytime that you're going
with entrenched bureaucracies that really see their mission very
narrowly it's very difficult to change that mind set.

The bottom line is I think we are working to change that mind
set. I think that a lot of times when we back out we allow the
we try and encourage the private industry counsels in our State to
do the same thing that we do at the State level. That's where we
have more success. Not all of our private industry counsels are
great. There are a few that are very good. The ones that are good
are abie to bring those local leaders together, do the kind of head
butting that we do at the State level and really come up with bet-
ter programs. They circumvent us and circumvent the Federal reg-
ulations and come up with better programs that work better for the
people.

Mr. PETERSON. How about the advocates and interest groups,
how much resistance do you get from those?

Mr. CALLAHAN. The advocates and interest groups for this initia-
tive were really silent. I don't think they understood whether it
would benefit them or not benefit them. I mean, organized labor
was very much a proponent for this because we work very close
with organized labor. They really thought that this was a good idea
because they saw it as an avenue to be able to access more policy
decisions for a wider array of programs.

The other advocates, like the welfare advocates and our homeless
advocates, they didn't really understand that this could have either
negative or positive responses for them. So, they were silent when
we were doing this. I think now they're very much on board. We
actually have them come to us and ask us to help champion them
like the child care advocates are trying to get us to champion their
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cause to get more working poor child care money because they see
it as ait is really an economic self-sufficiency issue.

Mr. PETERSON. Right. Mr. New, you were talking aboutor mak-
ing arguments against both administrative and programmatic
micromanagement by us, which I think I agree with.

But I'm alsoI used to audit a little bit governmentsif we give
the States total flexibility I'm not so sure we're going to be able to
tell what you're doing out there. And we could end up having 50
different deals that we don't have any better handle on than we
have today on what's happening. And some States aren't going to
do a very good job, probably. I think that's to some extent why
you're getting this micromanagement and you're getting this kind
of approach.

What do you think about that?
Mr. NEW. Mr. Chairman, I'm not proposing in any sense that we

take away the limitations that are standard practices that would
be expected in terms of prudent and proper administration of a
governmental or nongovernmental agency.

The operation and philosophy that we've taken in North Carolina
concerning JTPA speaflcally, and most of the other programs, is
one that has been endorsed by the treasurer, the Governor, and the
State auditor, all of which are independently elected in our State,
is that audits would be done based upon the generally accepted
standards that have been established for single audit.

And we have an excellent fiscal control system that oversees
that. rm not suggesting in any way, whether it's Federal or State,
that those types of

Mr. PETERSON. I'm not so sure that the information that we get
back is understandable to the average folks to be able to tell
whether you're accomplishing anything or not.

I mean the Single Audit Act accomplished at least keeping the
auditors out of your office all year long. But I'm not so sure that
it gives you a very good understanding of what you're accomplish-
ing. We have no idea what the Federal agencies in Washington are
accomplishing. We don't have an accounting system in any of them.

At least we've got more at your level than we have here. But we
have that problem all through government. We really don't have a
system to measure results.

Mr. NEW. Right.
Mr. PETERSON. We have mostly a budget-driven system, pro-

grammaticI think that's to some extent why we get these kinds
of directives out of Congress because nobody knows what else to do.

Mr. NEW. That's exactly what I'm suggesting in terms of outcome
measures. We judge the performance of the service delivery areas
out of our office and are building systems within our States to be
able to look at other programs and judge how well they are serving
people.

In terms of those outcomes, the
Mr. PETERSON. Yes, but your auditors aren't trained for that.
Mr. NEW. No, the single audit--
Mr. PETERSON. They don't have a clue what that's about.
Mr. NEW. The single audit system in terms of fiscal and program

compliance is to tell us that that agency can manage both the
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money we're giving them and the programs that we're askingthem

Mr. PETERSON. I would suggest most auditors don't have the abil-
ity to tell yuu whether you can handle the program or not. They
don't know enough about it.

Mr. NEW. I certainly can't debate that with you.
Mr. CALLAHAN. Let me give you an example of what you could

do with not that much cost, probably no additional costwe de-
cided thatjust the same thing you'i.e saying, how do we know
that these programs are really doing anything. So, what we are
doing is we usedevery State has an unemployment insurance
data base that records peopleindividual people that are earning
money. If the State wants to, they can tap into the other States
around them.

So, to find out in our welfare program are we having any real
impact with our JOBS money with these people in long termbe-
cause the goal there should be, you know, earnings and long-term
job retention. We decided we would set up a system using our UI
41ata base which is real cheap, because it's already there, and we
would track people through, and a control group through the sys-
tem to find out is there any difference in earnings and retention.

The disadvantage is it's always 6 months behind but the bottom
line is, over time our State can tell which of our areas are having
success with that program in those two measures.

So, there is a lot of things you could do. You could even legislate
that you will have a cost parameter for all of these programs and
that could be your goal.

Mr. PETERSON. I understand what you can do. What I'm having
a hard time understanding is how to make this happen knowing
the mind set of auditors, for example, and how long it took us to
get them to even understand the Single Audit Act.

I'm just kind of wondering out loud about this. You're on the
right track. I'm just trying to figure out hoW to get there. There are
a lot of other problems I think.

Do you think your system is going to solve all these problems?
Mr. 24Thi0rr. No, just a part of it.
Mr. PETERSON. You're more on the process end of things too, I

think, kind of. You're going to help simplify ever/thing. But it
doesn't get at some of the basic underlying trouble with the system.

Mr. MiNarr. Not at all.
Mr. PETERSON. You're *just trying to make some more sense out

of the maze that's there for people.
Mr. Mniorr. Yes, for our customers and our case workers.
Mr. PETERSON. But you would agree that it doesn't get at some

of the fundamental problems that have been caused by setting all
this up.

Mr. CIARKIN. One of the problems as I see itwhen Representa-
tive Carper became Governor of Delaware he put together a com-
mission to study the organization of the government in Delaware
and how we're serving the needs of our citizens. One of the rec-
ommendations was that the Department of Labor and our economic
development office, which is the Delaware Development Office,
should work closer together. And what some of uswhat some pea
ple saw was merging the two together, just putting them together
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and they would work together; what others look at is identifAng
functions that are across both agencies. We both do contracting so
why don't we have individuals that do contracting. We have people
that do monitoring. We have people that are fiscal. We have people
that do management information systems.

Why not tAce individuals that are experts in that area and let
them provide services to both of the departments according to func-
tion.

Mr. PETERSON. That's probably how the GSA started.
Mr. MINarr. What I would like to see is to see some of the legis-

lationwould be to give us performance standards, to go across
programs. Give us funding streams to go across programs. Give us
MIS systems and definitions to go across programs.

You can be prescriptive in those areas. Then let us design the
programs to take care of the needs of the citizens of lower Dela-
ware, urban Delaware, Maryland, California, North Dakota, Ha-
waii, wherever, and have you get back from us data that is na-
tional, that you can compare because you're going to set broad defi-
nitions, functional definitions, functional audits.

Then you can compare apples to apples. And then we will know
what you want us to do, we will know how you want us to report
it, we will know what the fiscal rules are. And then we will get to-
gether through our human resource investment councils, our State
Job Training Coordinating Councils, whatever, and we will design
local programs to take care of local problems within your frame-
work.

Mr. PETERSON. Well, I think that's where we want to go. How we
get there is, again, the question. As we've said, this ls probably
going to be the first of a number of hearings that we're going to
have in this area.

I was talking to Chris Shays on the way over to vote and we are
going to try between him and me and Mr. Zeliff and any others in
this new group that the administration is formingmaybe it's time
that we figure out some way to put a focus on this. We've decided
that the three of us and whoever else on this committee who wants
to do it are going to try to make that hawen and see if we can
get the attention of the other committees. That's what it's going to
take, it's going to take some kind of effort to bust through all of
this stuff.

I think it's time we try to do it. It's not going to be enough just
to consolidate six programs in Labor. So, if you're interested in
being involved in that process I think you would be good resource
people; if you're willing to do that. We'll be having more hearings.
If you are interested, let my staff know and we'll keep you apprised
of what's going on and meetings that we have. We appreciate you
coming today.

Does anybody have any last burning things that they didn't get
off their chests? We appreciate your coming and we hope to see you
again. We stand adjourned.

[Whereupon, at 12:40 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to re-
convene subject to the call of the Chair.]
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